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Thielman Vetoes Senate Plan
To Prohibit Future VP Stipends
to several issues regarding the appropriateness and legality of that
vote, defeated a resolution to support
Heibling's stipend by a vote of 10-9,
by which time Heibling's $1,400 had
already been paid directly out of the
UGBC budget.
Prior to the original vote favoring
passage, the finance committee had
voted 4-2 opposing it. "Fundametally, there were a few objections," said
Committee Chairman Carlo DeSantis. The bill cuts off any options that
the Senate has in the future, DeSan-

by Susan Parker

By a vote of 8-6-2 the 1984-85
UGBC Senate passed a resolution
April 1 which would prohibit the
granting of stipends to the Executive
Vice President or any other member
of UGBC appointed by the President. However, a veto of the same
resolution by UGBC president Jeff
Thielman was sustained by the Senate
April 9.
According to the minutes of the
April 9th meeting, only four senators
voted to override Thielman\s veto,
seven to uphold it, and three abstained. A two-thirds majority of nine
senators present would have been
necessary to override the veto.
"Whereas there has been much
controversy in the past year concerning the issue of the stipend granted
to the UGBC Vice President," began
the resolution sponsored by Senator
Lisa Firicano in reference to Lou
Heibling's $1,400 stipend.
Beyond Thielman's approved
$3,700 stipend, of which $1,400 was
paid with work study funds, Heibling's stipend was approved by four
senators at the final meeting of the
1983-84 Senate early this fall. The incoming 1984-85 Senate, in response

Central America is the most important issue of our day, said former
congressman Robert Drinan, SJ, last

"week.

Drinan, in the final kcture of the
Social Justice Series this year, addressed the topic "Social Injustice in
Central America," in McGuinn
Auditorium Wednesday night
"(Central America] is the number
one problem confronting us right
now," Drinan said. "It has many
dimensions for us [as Americans] and
is an acute problem for the CatholicChurch."
The United States has always had
and reckless policy" in
"dangerous
a
the region, he said.
The former Dean of Boston College's Law School blamed the
massive debt crisis in Central and
South America on the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries
[OPEC]. "They need dollars...that
explains the needs of the governments" in those countries," Drinan
stated.
Even if military actions are curtailed, human rights are -restored, and
torture is discontinued, Drinan said
he believes there will still be an "appalling" economic picture in those
countries. "1 fear the day of reckoning" when the OPEC countries ask
for their money, he added.
The Catholic Church is "the voice
of the voiceless" in Latin America
and through Liberation Theology has
raised the awareness of the people.
"Decency?that's what the revolution [in Latin America] is all about,"
he said.

Since the Council of Medellin, the
Church has said that it recognizes the
injustice that is possible under
capitalism, Drinan commented. Their
position is to ask all Christians "to
collaborate in the changing of unjust
structures," he said. "The gap is
greatly increasing between the many
who have little and the littlewho have
much," in Latin America, he said.
El Salvador
'This is a civil war that goes back
to 1931, and we are, in my opinion,
on the wrong side of history," he
said. Drinan recounted the recent
history of El Salvador and said 14
families "stole" the land from the
peasants in the early 1900s.
He characterized Archbishop
Oscar Romero as a "compromise
candidate" who was not expected to
"make waves." Romero's diposition
changed with the exiling of 12 priests,
most of whom were Jesuits, said
Drinan. From that point on, Romero
refused to cooperate with the government until the priests were allowed
back in the country, he added.
Romero was assasinated while saying mass October 24. A priest has not
been martyred since St. Thomas
Beckett, Drinan said.
Commenting on the murder of
four Salvadoran nuns, the "unfair"
elections, and the "genocide" of
60,000 civilians, Drinan said El
Salvador's President Napoleon
Duarte "is a very nice man...but I do
not think [his government] is going
to work."
The Salvadoran government is seen
as a puppet of the United States and
has lost favor in the eyes of the people because of that, he said.
'

by Susan Parkee

The whole issue of vice presidential stipends has sparked a wave of
new suggestions on compensation for
UGBC
executives.
Cistulli claimed that
News
Analysis "the Senate is open to
new suggestions."
Some he mentioned were tuition
compensation of a general fund for
stipends. Thomas also mentioned a

tionr," he said. If this present course
is adhered to, there will be thousands
more refugees and an increase in
militarization, he predicted.
Liberation Theology
Drinan briefly noted the major
points of Liberation Theology, and
said the prime step is to "recognize
your indignity and state of exploitation." From there one can "enter a
struggle with the oppressors." He
.<q said action comes first in this struggle. "Liberation Theology, is a
legitimate spiritual theology," he
added.
, Drinan concluded by saying there
will be two billion more people in the
world in the next 15 years. If we conFr. Robert Drinan SJ
tinue on this path, "millions of peo"The funds that go to El Salvador
ple will become refugees or starve."
Hunger should be the prime force in
frequently end up in Miami in the
bank accounts of the thugs that run
all our foreign policy, he added.
the government,"Drinan said.
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Nicaragua
Drinan said the principles of
liberation theology played a major
role in the Sandinista revolution, and
he admitted that there was a communist presence as well. However, it
is wrong for the United States to intervene in the affairs of that country,
he said, and Nicaragua is screaming
"let us be ourselves," Drinan
declared.
"The Reagan people are carrying
on a vendetta against Managua,"
with the attitude that "they [the Sandinistas] are just as bad as Castro,"
he said.
Drinan justified the military
buildup by the Sandanistas as a
defensive measure for fear of a Honduran invasion. "There is no military
solution...in this very desparate situa-

Presidenl-Elecl, page 12

UGBC Stipend Issue
Requires Firm Decision

Central American Conflicts Addressed
by David A. McKaige

lis claimed, and "that would be
imprudent."
Thielman detailed his objections to
the resolution in a letter to all
senators. Among the five reasons
Thielman gave for his veto the letter
said, "A law of this nature limits options available to student government
Presidents' organizational structures
and that the wording of the resolution by stipulating that 'at no time'
shall vice presidents and others be

pool for Presidents to distribute
stipends..from "for those who need
them in order to stay here."
Yet these ideas, and Thomas's promise to pay his vice president jump
the gun. Lor (wo semesters, certain
fundamental differences of opinion
have not been resolved, and remain
unresolved now. The Hip-flop action
of the Senate, first passing and then
vetoing a decisive resolution seems to
reinforce this contention. And in October the Senate voted not to support
the stipend which Helbling had
already received; that vote itself was
by a slim margin of one.
Before the next UGBC Treasurer
signs another check to a UGBC President or another, the Senate has two
tasks: consensus must be reached initially as to whether UGBC executives
are volunteers or employees; this cannot remain an annual arbitrary decision based on work study funds or
the particular performance of the
individual consistency is imperative. Article I, Section Nine of
the Constitution is not clear enough
on this point, and 2) as to what are
the president's discretionary rights
with his own stipend.
?

On neither of these points has a
clear posture been taken by the
UGBC senate. There are legitimate
arguments on both sides; but only
dne can prevail. If not, stipends will
only become another sore spot to be
dragged out over another year.
Photo by PJ Brady

Jesse Jackson
Speaks At AntiApartheid
Rally. See
Stories on
Apartheid,
Pages 6-7.
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Caldicott Urges End of 'Nuclear Madness'
to prevent the tragic fate she

by Jean McMillan

"I want you to listen closely
because your life depends upon it,"
Dr. Helen Caldicott, founder of
Women Action for Nuclear Disarmament, told the Boston College audience in New Theatre at the UGBC
sponsored Social Justice Lecture
Series April 1.
In her speech, Caldicott, author of
Missile Envy and Nuclear Madness,
outlined the rise of the nuclear arms
race, the public's rejection to accept
the reality of the situation and the
possibility of nuclear devastation occurring at any day due to accident or
design.
Caldicott stated that the US plans
to spend $2 trillion over the next five
years on nuclear weapons. She
translated this into $2 million a day
for the next 4,000 years.
This money, explained Caldicott,
will be spent on Trident submarines,
Pershing and Cruise missiles. According to Caldicott, the Trident has the
equivalent power of 240 hydrogen
bombs. The Pershing, which can
reach a target in the Soviet Union in
six minutes, has the capability, said

\u25a0

Dr. Helen Caldicott
Caldicott, of producing "nuclear
winter" when temperatures can drop
to -60°F, high dust clouds form, snow
storms and raging fires occur,

destroying almost all life forms. With
"nuclear winter," she stated we
"could eliminate God's creation."
"The only hope for your world lies
in your heart," remarked Caldicott,
who urged the crowd to take action
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cd. The first obstacle, noted was

break through the "psychic
numbing."
Caldicott expressed her frustration
that so crucial an issue was second to
money matters in elections and in the
media. Most congressmen do not
even have full knowledge of the
weapons that they vote on, she
stated.
"You are not running your country," charged Caldicott, reminding
the people that the President is noi
their leader. "You're his leader."
"If you don't use your democracy,
you should not live here," declared
Caldicott, urging people to join
organizations, write to newspapers,
and use their votes to "change the
system" and end the nuclear race.
Women fought and obtained the
right to vote and "have done nothing
with it" stated Caldicott, who added what we need more of is women,
"I don't mean Maggie Thatchers; I
mean women."
The activist suggested "clever
things" attract attention. Recalling
an incident where farmers let loose
slippery pigs in Washington, DC to

something
simple as

\as

Four US congressmen led by Speaker of the House of Representatives
Thomas P. O'Neill, toured Moscow last week, and met with Mikhail Gorbachev, general secretary of the Soviet Communist Party. Four other representatives who were scheduled to make the trip cancelled because an aide was
denied a visa from the Soviets, as a result of an article the aide had written
on Soviet brutality in Afganistan.
O'Neill and the others met with Gorbachev for over three and a half hours.
"While many differences were aired, a desire from both sides for better relations between our two nations was underscored time and time again," O'Neill
said after the meeting, according to the Boston Globe.

Cambridge Declared Sanctuary
Council last week declared the municipality
a

The Cambridge City
to be
"sanctuary city". The resolution, which passed by a 5-4 vote, orders city
employees not to cooperate with federal agents, such as those who work for

the Immigration and Naturalization Service [INS], when they are trying to
deport aliens from El Salvador, Guatemala, and Haiti.
"We are telling the federal government, 'Don't use us to do that work',"
said City Councilor Sandra Graham, one of the resolution's sponsors. Some
councillors expressed doubt over the resolution's legality, and consider it as
-»more of a counal_ policy statement.

v,

Space Shuttle Discovery lifted off last Friday morning, exactly four years
after the first shuttle launch. The mission has Senator Jake Gam, (R-Utah)
aboard acting as a payload specialist, the first politician in orbit. The crew
successfully deployed a Canadian satellite Friday, but another satellite failed after its Saturday launch.
The Department of Defense Satellite, owned by Huges Communication,
may be repaired in space; there are no plans to return it to Earth during this
Compiled by John Morrier
mission.
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emotional shock effect on the audience. "I love you" and"I want you
to live and have babies and experience what life is really about,"
she told the crowd.
Caldicott, who has devoted 15

ALLPUMPSjH Discovery Deploys Satellite

THIS WEEK ONLY
\

make their protest known, Caldicott
jokingly considered BAP (Babies
Against the Pentagon) where hundreds of toddlers could descend upon
Congress when the nuclear arms talks
take place.
Caldicott interspersed light jokes,
relieving the tension caused by her
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Festival of Friendship Is A Day of Fun for All
by Christina Hippeli

Colored streamers, clowns, muscians, games, and laughter filled the
sports complex Saturday as more
than 160 special needs youths from
the Boston area were brought to
Boston College for the third annual
Festival of Friendship.
The Festival brought the children
and over 600 student volunteers
together for a day of non-competitive
sports and activities, including a
funhouse, a treasure hunt, a human
jack-in-the-box, and a giant

parachute.

Each child was paired with two
volunteers who had attended Festival
training workshops and were marked by their required white shirts.
"The hardest part of the day was the
beginning, the match-up," said Cochairperson Annmarie Pereira.
"There were volunteers out the door
and kids coming in busloads. Then
trying to get everyone matched up."
Red shirts, volunteers more experienced in working with handicapped children than the white shirts,
were on hand to assist with any
problem.
Wandering among the games, to

the delight of many of the children,
were brightly dressed clowns, Minnie
Mouse, and Spiderman.
Other special guests included
members of the BC Children's
Theatre, who presented a play and
various musicians. Several of the BC
Eagle football team also attended, introducing themselves to the awed
children, posing for pictures with
them and signing autographs.
Both Pereira and Festival CoChairperson Eileen Duffy stressed
the importance of the volunteers in
making the Festival a success. "The
response from the BC community
was great. Everyone was really nice,"
exclaimed Duffy.
"The volunteers had the best
attitude?they were so enthusiastic,"
agreed Pereira.
She cited the example of a male
student who had had no previous ex-

perience with handicappped children,
but was matched with a red shirt and
a child who was difficuh to handle.
Pereira said the volunteer was often
by forced to physically restrain the child
and "just to get the kid in the Plex
was an accomplishment."
However, Pereira said the
volunteer was still smiling and seemed to enjoy himself. "1 think he
might have gotten more out of the
day than some of the others who had
the 'perfect' kid," she said.

Phot

Christna
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Even Mickey was there on Sunday.

Mike Ruth makes a new friend.

Planning for the Festival ?largely
done by Pereira, Duffy, Cochairperson Mike Miller, and their
committee heads?has taken almost
a year. "Of all the events that we do
on campus during the year, it requires
the most preparation, the most work,
and is the most meaningful," said
UGBC President Jeff Thielman, who
lattended the Festival.
"J felt it was incrediblethat an entire year's worth of work went by in
the snap of a finger," said Pereira,
after the Festival was over.
Duffy added that parental

response to the Festival was also
positive. "I talked to parents a lot
and they were really, really pleased,"
she said. "One parent in particular
said he was impressed that someone
else would care about their child as
much as they did."
"The point where I knew that
every minute was worth it was at the
end when virtually everyone in the
place was swaying and singing We
Are the World," concluded Pereira.
"And the hokey-pokey was also a
blast," she added with a smile.

Seamus Heaney Recites a Few of His Poems
by Jean McMillan

Several hundred people gathered in
Roberts Center yesterday to hear
Seamus Heaney recite a selection of
his poems.
Prior to the recitation, University
Historian Fr. Charles Donovan SJ
presented a Shaw Medal to Heaney,
a poet "whose poems are hammered
from the metal of Irish speech and
the stone of culture held in the
primeval keeping of Irish earth."
The Shaw Medal was established
this year in celebration of the new
O'Neill Librasy. It is named in honor
of Joseph Coolidge Shaw, the first
benefactor of Boston College. Shaw
died at age 29, 13 years before BC

was chartered, but in his will he left
$4,000 to the future BC, as well as
his library of 2,000 books.
Chairman of the English Department Professor Dennis Taylor
described Heaney as a "prominent
Irish poet" and a "major modern
poet." Born in 1939 in Derry, Northern Ireland, Heaney attended
Queen's University in Belfast.
According to Fr. Francis Sweeney,
Heaney has been recently appointed
the Boylston Professor of Rhetoric
and Oratory at Harvard University,
where he is a professor in the English
Department. This special chair is a
permanent position consisting of
teaching duties each spring semester.
During the summer and fall

University Chorale Sings
In Honor Of Peloquin
by Jean McMillan

The Boston College Chorale performed yesterday at Symphony Hall
in celebration of Composer-inResidence C. Alexander Peloquin's
30th year anniversary.
Peloquin has been director of the
University Chorale since 1955. Under
his expert guidance, the chorale has
performed around the world, including Paris, Rome, and numerous
locations in Germany, as well as in
Washington, DC and New York
City.
At yesterday's concert, the Chorale
performed selections from Lizt's
"Christus" ("Tu Es Petrus" and
"Resurrexit"), Handel's "Let Their

Celestial Concerts All Unite," and
Peloquion's own "A Prayer for Us."
Peloquin, who is recognized as one
of the foremost liturgical composers
in America, is also the director of the
Peloquin Chorale in Providence, RI.

months, Heaney will retire to his
home in Dublin, where he is able to
concerntrate on his writings.
Heaney expressed his gratitude for
the award. Interspersing stories and
explanations, Heaney read various
poems from different periods of his
writing. The verses involved topics
ranging from the beauty of the Irish
countryside to violence erupting between the English and Irish.
One poem, "A Kite for Michael
and Christopher," was a poem
dedicated to his two sons.
"Before the kite plunges down into the wood," read Heaney, "and
this line goes useless/take in your two
hands, boys and feel/the strumming,
rooted, long-tailed pull of grief/You
were born fit for it, Stand in here/
in front of me/And take the strain."
Heaney explained that the string of
the kite holds a double meaning. It
relates to the musical term, which
poets must have "the gift for, or the
accident" of possessing. It also
represents the strings of life beyond
music which can not always be taken
too easily,

stated Heaney.
Another reading, consisting of two
sonnets, was described by Heaney as
a "pregnancy poem," but had
political as well as sexual connota-

Seainus Heaney shares some of his Irish verses with the BC community.
tions. This was entitled "Active
Union."
Recalling his youthful days when
he and other children would lie with
their ears to the railway lines to listen
for oncoming trains, Heaney chose
"The Railway Children."
"We were small and thought we
knew nothing worth knowing," read
Heaney," We thought words traveled the wires/in the shiny pouches of
raindrops."

Voices on the Dustbowl

After the readings, Heaney was
available for discussion. Commenting on the violence in Ireland,
Heaney said, "I don't see the
violence as a solution."
Heaney remarked that in the
1960's when the violence grew, many
people saw it a "inevitable and
creative." Now in the 80's, "it is not
at tall creative," stated Heaney who
added "it is deadly and useless."

by P.J. Brady and Karen O'Toole

Are we the world?

Open alcohol and
open fires
are
prohibited along the

Boston

Marathon
route under Newton
and
Boston
ordinances.
BC
Police
advise
students that these
will
laws
be

enforced.

John MaGuire (r) A&S '87
Jim Higgins (I) SOM '87

No, we're out of this world.,

Kathi Matuzek SOM '88
Amy Schmidt ED '88
Therese Brennan SOM '88
Karyn Polito SOM '88
We're the cosmos.

Julie Thompson A&S '87

Jim Paulsen '88 A&S

We are the children.

1 think that just about every BC
student is able to donate either
time or money to the effort.
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Editorials
Ambiguous Intervention
This year marks the tenth anniversary of America's withdrawl from
Vietnam ?a bitter ambiguous conflict which caused a deep schism within
the American Public during the 1960's and early 19705.
Many experts have expressed concern about present US involvement in
Central
suggesting that we may be headed towards a similiar situation in such countries as El Salvador and Nicaragua. The Reagan Administration has called for increased military and economic aid in the area,
claiming that such funds are needed in order to combat Soviet and Cuban
insurrection. Opponents of the Administration counter that this policy will
lead us into an unethical and immoral war.
While there are both similarities and dissimilarities between American
involvement in Southeast Asia and Central America, it is apparent that
both the government and the American people must make a decision about
US intervention in Central America. Our failure to win in Vietnam stemmed
.chiefly from the fact that gradual escalation simply does not work. Inherent in such a strategy is ambiguous goals.
Therefore, America must decide whether it wishes to make a total
military and economic commitment in Central America or withdraw all
military aid directed towards totalitarian states in the area.
If the US follows its present policy of gradual escalation in Central
America, ambiguous goals will turn into internal division?subsquently
resulting in an unwinnable war in which American soldiers will die.
And no one will understand why.

Albanian Holocaust
The death of Albania's Enver Hoxha, the world's longest serving Communist
leader, last week has suddenly focused international attention on Europe's most
isolated country. Experts concur that there will be a power struggle in Albania
between Western interests and the USSR, which for several years has attempted
to bring the country back into its fold since Hoxha severed diplomatic relations
with Soviet leader Nikita Krushchev in 1961. Since that time, Soviet ships have
been denied access to Albania's deep water ports at Vlore and Durress.
Yet, despite the political ramifications of Hoxha's death, another long-standing
struggle within Albania has been brought to light?the persecution of the nation's Greek population. This animosity between the two cultures results mainly
from a combination of historical differences and Hoxha's tyrannical rule.
Countless human rights violations have been reported, with an estimated
20,000-25,000 Greeks in Albanian prisons and another 80,000 in work camps.
Other crimes against the Greek population include the destruction of Greek churches and systematic elimination of Greek culture and heritage.
With the advent of a new government in Albania, it is hoped that this immoral persecution and obvious attempt to eliminate the Greek.culture will halt.
Human rights violations transcend the sphere of government ?no small group
of men and women should be allowed to deny any segment of a country's population its basic needs and rights.

Divided We Fall
Last week the government in Cambridge, Massachusetts passed a resolution
which calls on all citizens of the town to withhold voluntary information from
federal officials with regard to illegal aliens. Three other US cities have passed
similiar legislation.
While it is evident that victims of human rights violations and political persecution in such countries as Albania, El Salvador, and the Priillipians should be
given sanctuary in this country, interfering with federal authorities during investigations is questionable to say the least.
The pain and anguish felt by victims of persecution displayed on television
screens throughout the Boston area last week should strike a chord of sorrow,
anger, and disgust within any sensitive individual. Countless stories of murder/torture by both right and left wing death squads in several Third World nations
should make any supporter of democracy cringe.
Yet, local legislators cannot propose interference with federal investigators
and attempt to contradict federal law. If every city in the United States was allowed to make its own laws, the union for which our forefathers suffered and died
would succumb to disarray; chaos; and, finally, anarchy. The proper way in order
to secure sanctuary for all persecuted individuals is national, not local, legislation.
As Benjamin Franklin once said: "United we stand; Divided we fall."
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Reader's
The Silent
Scream'
To the Editor:

to Havard or Vale (which both provide excellent financial aid of their own) or any one

On Wednesday, April 17th, at 7 o'clock in
Gasson 306, the Pro-Life Coalition of Boston
College will be presenting "Abortion: Medical
Aspect," discourse on abortion from the
perspective of the physician. It will feature a
lecture by Dr. Mildred Jeffersonand a screening of the film, The Silent Scream. We have
sought to let the BC community know, of this
event by use of posters and pamphlets, but we
have run across unexpected trouble. Despite being posted with the OSPAR stamp on bulletin
boards and other "legal" areas for announcement, I have been informed that some unknown
person or persons have taken it upon their own
to tear down our posters and leave little
"editorials" about our work and efforts on
other posters left hanging. The blame cannot
be left to maintainance, for our posters have
been ripped off from a "forest" of literature
crowded on the tiny bulletin boards about
campus.
We of the Pro-Life Coalition seek peacefully to explore and debate the abortion issue, but
find such narrow-minded tactics beneath the
dignity of civilized persons. Let those persons
be warned that their efforts to silence our voice
are not only futile, but contrary to the expresWashington
sion of free speech in which our society has been
founded upon. 1 invite those who are curious
not to be prejudgemental to come and listen to
the talk and see the film. If you still retain your
views, so be it. However, do not try to stifle
others from trying to understand the issue in
its fullest content.
To the Editor:
?

Forum

Boston, have similarly passed divestment
legislation. Governor Dukakis has stated that
it has been the state's experience that divestiture
makes not only a strong moral statement
against apartheid, but divestiture has proven
to have had no significant impact on pension
earnings.
But within the moral indignation that is being expressed by Americans from all segments
of our society, we must stop to ask, "Where
does Boston College stand?" We have written
letters similar to this one to all members on the
investment committee of the Board of Trustees
and are waiting for their response. Thus far,
however, the University, despite examples set
by five other local universities, has no set policy
in dealing with this issue. Furthermore, the student body has no formal input into the setting
of investment policy.
According to the Bishop's Letter on the US
Economy, "poverty is not merely the lack of
adequate financial resources, but it means,being without sufficient control over and access
to the decisions that affect your life." We call
on the Administration to end this poverty by
beginning a university-wide discussion regarding the divestment of stocks of companies that
conduct business in South Africa. Most
specifically, we ask that a public forum of the
Board of Trustees, students and faculty be set
up where we can discuss Boston College-'s position regarding this issue.

of the more prestigious universities in this country. This is true for academic merit, but why
should someone be deprived of attending the
school he will be happiest in or that will best
suit him, or for that matter any college at all,
because of financial poverty? Just because a
person can not afford a particular college
doesn't mean that he would not become a
valuable part of that college's student body or
of society.
One of the great aspects of this country is
the fact that everyone has the opportunity to
attend college whether rich or poor, assuming
that they graduate from high school in good
standing. If college, or certain colleges, were
limited to only the wealthy or comfortable,
some of those who can afford it now, would
not have been so able as a result of their lack
of education.
In the past few years Congress has not accepted the first proposals for student aid cuts,
but to ensure that everyone retains the right to
attend college, I would suggest that everyone
who reads this letter, and holds the same views,
cut it out and mail it, or a letter of their own,
to President Reagan or their respective Congressmen. It may not provoke any radical
changes in the opinions of our leaders, but it
will surely alert them to the fact that there are
people who are concerned and disagree.
David L. Peter
& Lee University

Pat McVeigh
Boston

Mary McGinn

College South Africa

E/eedom
Committee

Sea Turtles

Thomas Restivo, '86
Secretary, Pro-Life
Coalition of Boston
College

C. America Week
To the Editor:

On Wednesday April 17th, we will have petitions and Regulation Alerts on the Dustbowl
for the sea turtles. We will be located at the
Center for Environmental Education's table.
Also, we will have petitions concerning the fate
of the whales, penguins, and a petition to try
to end the problem of entanglement. For more
information on any of these matters, please
stop by the table and we sill be happy to provide you with it. Furthermore, we will have a
canister for donating to the CEE's fund for the
sea turtles. We would appreciate any spare
change you can donate for this cause.
We would like to thank all of those who have
signed our petitions in the past and we ask that
you please stop by the table and sign our new
ones. (A couple of these petitions you have
already signed so we ask that you please do not
sign them again.) Once more, thank you for
your support and we hope that you will continue to fight for these necessary improvements
in the way people treat their environment and
all the creatures living in it.

Central America Awareness Week was one
of the most surprising events of my two years
here. So much happens in the news that I don't
know what or who to believe. Who is correct:
the US or them? During the week of lectures
and other media presentations I learned how
complex the problems are. What I never knew
before was that Central America's problems
began long before Reagan but he doesn't seem
to realize it!
What impressed me most was the balance of
the presentations. I could tell that the presenters
were mostly "pro" the local people but never
did I hear any personal attacks against one perMarc Passmann 86
son or another. This was very surprising since
John Mahler '86
so many of my relatives and school friends cannot act this way.
I am not a churchgoer but did go to the mass
ending the week at St. Joseph's Church under
Gonzaga Dorm. The atmosphere was moving
and I did not feel an outsider. The procession
of people carrying photos of disappeared peoTo the Editor:
ple and others was moving. The priest was sensitive and did not accuse anyone of being
We urge the Boston College community to
responsible alone. He spoke about Bishop join the heedings of Bishop Desmond Tutu
Romero as one who tried to make all sides talk (recipient of the 1984 Noble Peace Prize), the
and lessen the suffering of his country. If more teachings of the Catholic Bishop's Letter on the
masses were like this one I would go more US economy, the local leadership of Senator
often. It was a good way to end the week. Edward Kennedy, Governor Michael Dukakis,
Thanks to all the students and others who and Mayor Ray Flynn, and the examples of
helped me see this terrible problem in a new universities and individuals across the country
in calling for an end to investment in apartheid
way.
in South Africa.
Bill Zambruski
Increased attention has been directed at
A&S, '87 South Africa's apartheid form of government,
the only country in the world where racial
discrimination has been legalized. Though comprising 72% of the population, blacks are
not allowed to vote, cannot collectivelybargain,
and must live in racially segregated areas where
a recent Carnegie Foundation report found that
over 80% of inhabitants are unable to earn
To the Editor:
more than the minimum living level.
I am writing this letter in hopes that I might
How best to affect change in a country so
alert my fellow college students and the public far from our own has become an ever increasat large to the budget proposals concerning ingly important question as it becomes clearer
federal student aid funds. I realize that these that the presence of US companies in South
may not affect everyone who is reading this, Africa provides significant economic sanctions,
but it will affect about half of all college most visibly in the growing demand to
students and their families.
withdrow investment from companies doing
The president has proposed a flat limit of business in South Africa, has so far proven to
$4,000 on federal tuition aid to any one perbe the most widespread and effective form of
son for 1986 . This may sound like a lot, but pressure.
Over $40 billion in investments has already
considering that college can cost upwards of
$15,000 per year, it is a mere drop in the bucket been withdrawn from US companies doing
for some. Also proposed are income ceilings business in South Africa. Forty universities, infor eligibility which would prevent many curcluding Boston University, University of
rent recipients from obtaining grants and Massachusetts, Amherst, Harvard and Tufts
guaranteed student loans. It will be argued, have divested $175 million in stocks. Five states
though that not everyone has the right to go and eleven cities, including Massachusetts and

Investment in
South Africa

Student
Aid

5

A Sorry State
To the Editor:
What is one likely to see outside Edmond's
Hall on an ordinary Sunday morning? A pretty sorry sight, a mess in fact. Littered about
the ground it is possible to find broken cups,
broken records, beer cans, food wrappers,
food, newspapers, thousands of cigarettes, and
other garbage. It really turns the area outside
the dorm into an eyesore.

It appears that the people who trash the place
like this are irresponsible. They probably don't
care if they throw something out the window
because they know maintenance will have to
clean it up. This attitude seems incompatible
with'one of the main purposes of college: to
teach one to live responsibly in the world.
Putting garbage in one's garbage bag, instead
of on the campus, isn't really a big chore. But
when people start to think it's OK to litter the
campus, it creates a big problem.
Ron Patkus
A&S, '86

April Fool's Day
To the Editor:

Yes, April Ist is a day set aside for joking
and fun, and that is great, but it is apparent
that some members of The Heights staff don't
know where to draw the line. I am referring
to
the mockery of the Boston Globe's "Sunday's
Child" or "Child of the Week" as it was so
humorously retitled by your staff. Sunday's
Child is a column sponsored by the
Massachusetts Adoption Research Exchange,
MARE, page 26

Qtikatum
In a Reader's Forum letter entitled 'Justice Served?', Prof. John

IMcDargh, Kathleen Sands and the
of Theology should
[Department
I have been added to the bottom
[of the letter.

Join The Heights

Marathon! Entries Forms
Available in McElroy
113

Commentary

The Education Of Universities
by

Jim Garaventi

In the "Sport" section of the April 1 edition
of Time magazine, Tom Calfahan played the
role of prophet, writing,"This is depressing only to those who saw them play and troubling
merely to everyone who has difficulty believing that a few horse races and several 1979
Boston College basketball games were the sole
sports events worth fixing over the past 20
years."
Callahan was referring to Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth's decision to pardon
Mickey Mantle and Willie Mays for their ongoing gambling connections, but he was also
foreshadowing allegations of violations in
Tulane's men's basketball program. The accusations claim that head coach Ned Fowler
paid several of his pjayers and that three Green
Wave players were involved with point-shaving.
In light of Fowler's violation of NCAA
regulations by making payments to his players,
Tulane President Eamon Kelly announced that
he would ask for the terminationof the basketball program. "The only way I know to
demonstrate unambiguously this academic
community's intolerance of the violations and
actions we have uncovered is to discontinue the
program in which they originated" said Kelly.
Since making this statement, Kelly has been
criticized by many who feel that abolition of
the program is extreme. Writing in The
Washington Post Tony Kornheiser referred
to Kelly's decision as the "easier choice" and
asked what a school might do if chemistry
students were found cheating and it was
discovered that one bright student was paid to
attend that school. "Discontinue the chemistry
program?", he mockingly asked.
What Mr. Kornheiser and many others have
apparantly forgotten is that the function of a
university is to educate, not fill sports pages.
Extra-curricular activities can further the
growth of an individual, but these pursuits
should not become an end unto themselves. If
an activity fails to offer any educational value,
a university has no duty to extend sponsorship
in that area. If that activity has become
criminal, all the more reason for the university to divest itself of that program.
To insinuate that a basketball team should
be as important to a school as a chemistry program is to make a disturbing comment on major college athletics. These sports no longer exist
for the benefit of the participants, but instead
,

,

are self-serving to the unviversities. Publicity
and money, the rewards of a successful season,
have become the driving forces behind college
athletics. To insure this success, allowances are
made regarding the academic standings of incoming athletes. Admitting individuals who
may not be capable of handling the work
load ?coupled with the fact that much of their
lime will be devoted to a sport?is an invitation for trouble. At best, such a person will be
led through gut courses and thus denied of their
supposed education. And while a school strives
for its millions in television revenue, is it really that surprising to find players who think they
too deserve a piece of the pie? Perhaps the
school has taught them something.
It can be argued that a successful athletic program can improve the quality of students applying to a school and that a Doug Flutie can
generate millions of dollars. But it can also be
said that Ivy-League schools manage quite well
academically despite their lack of "big-time"
programs and that Flutie's millions mean little when much more than that is being spent
on upgrading athletic facilities.
The BC Student Guide says that athletics
should "complement academic, cultural and
social growth." But because of academic
allowances, time constraints and other factors,
athletics often dominate rather than complement one's growth. One look at the graduation
rates of the football and basketball teams (58
and 35 percent, respectively) is partly reflective
of this problem. But allowances continue to'be
made as academics are relegated to a secondary
status. This occurence at any educational institution represents a case of misplaced

priorities.
Some may feel that it is wrong to single out
athletics when the educational value of many
other extfa-curricular activities could be questioned. But a school's level of involvement in
athletics is much greater than with other activities, and therefore warrants greater scrutiny.
Because of their visibility and strong backing,
a school's athletic programs should reflect
positively upon that institution like no other
activity.
College athletics have a great deal to offer,
both to the participants and the school, but a
university should never lose sight of the fact
that its primary function is to educate. When
athletic programs run contrary to this notion,
it is the programs which should undergo
change, not the attitudes of the community.
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Tensions Over Apartheid Government in
What This Is All About...
There are more than 24 million blacks in South Africa who are ruled by the white
minority of 15 million in that country. This system of racial segregation, known as apartheid, has been the cause of increased debate in America and elsewhere. US business
has $2.3 billion invested in South Africa; when bank loans and stockholdings are counted
the figure reaches $14 billion.
Dozens of local governments and at least 38 colleges have decided to divest of their
holdings in South Africa. r3ut others, like President Ronald Reagan and Harvard University administators support policies of "constructive engagement"?a program intended to effect change from within the system of the racist government
No matter where one stands on the question of investment vs. divestment, blacks
continue to be killed, separated from their families, denied voting rights and refused
equal pay in South Africa. More than 80 blacks were killed in March in that country
and about 250 since August.
"A little knowledge is a dangerous thing," Omar Khayam once wrote. The Heights
has put together these two pages to raise awareness about the injustices occurring in
South Africa. We urge you to follow the words of Khayam, take this information and
respond to the immoral treatment of fellow human beings.
?Ccci Connolly

BC Has $2 Million Worth
Of Investments in S.A.
by Steven Lipin

Like many other academic, corporate, and public institutions,

of the Sullivan principles on South
African investment, as well as
adherents of the Investor Responsibility Research Center [IRRC]
policies.
The Sullivan principles are a ninepoint report on ways companies can
improve their business dealings in
South Africa, and companies are
ranked according to their business
practices. The IRRC is a public
policy center that espouses ethical
and responsible investing, and
"grades" companies on their
business practices in South Africa.

Boston College holds stock in companies that do business in South
Africa.
There has been no change in investment decisions in light of the'
growing castigation of the aparthied
government, according to Financial
Vice President John Smith, and he
added that simply selling stock is no
panacea for the problems in South
Africa.
All the companies that BC owns
stock which do business in South
Smith noted that the companies
Africa ?including Pfizer, IBM, BC holds stock in received category
Phibro Salomon, Eastman Kodak, one from Sullivan. Category one
and General Motors?are sigrtators means the company is "making good
progress" towards fulfilling
Sullivan's nine principles on human
rights. And those same companies
received "Satisfactory" or better
from the IRRC.
to ancestry and issued passports in"Every stock we own either does
dicating their homeland or ghetto
no business in South Africa, or does,
residency. When entering white areas and adheres Sullivan," said Smith,
to
of South Africa the blacks must show
"and those are mostly blue chips
their passports.
[stock]." Blue chips refer to highOften black inhabitants who have priced stocks, usually large, safe corlived their entire lives in white cities
porations that pay out significant
,are told to leave their homes in the
dividends on their stock.
name of separate development. These
When discussing the issue of
inhabitants must then go to the
divesting to affect management decidesignated homeland where they
sions, Smith asserted, "Selling stock
have never been, without preignores the issue. Someone else will
Services, page 21
buy the stock. Maybe someone who
does not care about business practices
will buy it. We can vote shares to influence management decsions."
Smith admitted BCs endowment
portfolio is too small to affect
management alone. "But those institutions with large holdings in companies can put more pressure on
management."

A History of South African Apartheid
natural tribes and nations.
The ANP does not use the phrase
apartheid to describe this policy,
preferring the term "separate
development" when referring to
subject.
South African segregation and
by Paul Stapleton
discrimination. Separate development is carried out in three ways.
The first step of the policy involves
Intensified violence in South
Africa has increased international segregation of public places including
bathrooms, restaurants, motels and
recognition of human rights violations in that country as the white buses. The lack of a requirement forminority strives to maintain control cing facilities to be separate but equal
often results in inferior or no facilities
over the predominantly black nation.
Four million whites rule over 20 for blacks.
million blacks under a system, known
Secondly, there is segregation of
as apartheid, based on strict segregaurban domiciles. Blacks are relegated
tion and discrimination against to ghettos and are transported to job
blacks.
sites, while whites are free to live
Apartheid, or "apartness", has anywhere in a city. The ghettos lack
been the country's official policy plumbing and are overcrowded;
since 1948 when white "Afrikaans", residents are menaced by disease. The
descended from Dutch colonists callareas are policed primarily to keep
ed Boers, took full control of the the blacks within the confines and
South African government. In that crime in the ghettos is often overlookyear, the Afrikaan National Party ed by police.
[ANP] gained a majority over the
Thirdly, blacks are forced to live
British backed parties.
on reservations, known as the banUnlike the egalitarian British partustans or "homelands." The
ties which had ruled since 1902, the homelands represent the epitomy of
ANP considered the white race to be ANP separate development?in
different from the black not only in theory all blacks will be ultimately
color, but in culture and tradition. removed from white South Africa
The Afrikaans instituted a segregaand relocated to a homeland accortion policy based on their belief that ding to their ancestry. The ANP inthe races should be divided into their timates that as a result of the
(

Editors' Note: The following is an
explainer on the South African situation compiled from congressional
reports and texts written on the

homelands all nationalities within
South Africa will be completely
separated and able to develop their
cultures and traditions.
Thirteen percent of South Africa's
land has been appropriateo for the
homelands, leaving 83% of the land
for white Afrikaans. In contrast less
than 20% of South Africa's population is white while over 70% of the
population is black.
To carry out the homeland plan,
all blacks are categorized according

The portfolio is worth roughly $17

million, of which 17% is held in companies that do business in South
Africa, or approximately $2,132,000.
"To have positive stockholders
who care about human rights is better than having an investor who
might not care about ethical concerns," explained Smith. "Larger institutions can vote their shares and
really affect management. Harvard
has that ability. We don't."

BC Black Studies Use Education
to Combat Apartheid Regime
by John Morrier

While other universities are facing
against their South African
investments, members of the Boston
College Black Studies Department
have decided to work against apartheid through education, according
to Chairperson Amanda Houston.
"It is an immoral system," she

protests
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said of apartheid.
The department is sponsoring a
lecture entitled is "Is the US Policy
Toward South Africa Working?"
"It's a kick-off of some of the things
we plan to do, even into next year,"
i.said Houston.
Dr. James Woodward, Educational Coordinator for Trans-Africa,
a group lobbying for divestiture, will

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP
ON COMMUNITY AND POLITY
SPRING SEMESTER 1986
First-hand experience working with issues of
pluralistic democracy, minority voice in government, & rights of religious and ethnic groups in
Washington, D.C.

*Full academic credit through courses and
full-time work in non-profit agencies or special
interest groups.

'Professional training in advocacy, legislative
and political processes and lobbying.
'Placements available in a variety of organizations for serious, career oriented graduate
and undergraduate students.
Inquiries to: The Washington Internship on
Community and Polity, 745 Comm. Aye.,
Room 615, Boston, MA 02215, 617/353-4428.
Non-Discriminatory (EO/AA)

the lecture on April 16 at 6 pm,
in Carney 303. In addition,» Woodward will be brought as a guest lecturer next semester; Houston said she
expects him to discuss US-South
African policy more than once this
semester. Also, the department plans
to have Woodward teach a course at
BC, beginning second semester of
nest year.
When asked about Boston College's investments in South Africa,
Houston said, "Any support and
comfort, financial or otherwise, of
this immoral system needs a review."
However, she said the Black Studies
Department is not taking any official
action regarding divestiture of BC's
investments.
A group of graduate and
undergraduate students, as well as interested faculty has formed the
Boston College South Africa
Freedom Committee. According to
Dawn Trainor, a member of the
group and a Haley House resident,
the group is trying to get the Board
of Trustees "to make a statement of
BC investments in South Africa. We
know that BC has some. The Board
is not denying our request, but they
are dragging their feet."
give

Supporting divestiture, she added,
"If we are in any way condoning the
system, we are giving them more
strength to keep doing what they're
doing." She said the group is gaining increasing support in their fight
against apartheid.
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S. Africa Escalate, Opponents Say Divest

Jesse Jackson Calls S. Africa the 'Fourth Reich'
politically. Apartheid is exploitation economically. Apartheid is
terror militarily," declared Jackson.
"We must destroy racism before
racism destroys us, our character,
and our moral authority."
Evoking the memory of Hitler's
Third Reich in Germany, Jackson
referred to the situation in South
Africa as the Fourth Reich.
"Anybody that would disinvest,
divest, and disassociate from the
Third Reich in Germany in 1945 must

by Jean McMillan

tyranny

Harvard Yard was filled with
several hundred people April 4 at a
rally urging Harvard University to
divest its holdings in companies doing business in South Africa. Former
presidential candidate Jesse L.
Jackson joined student and faculty
representatives to protest Harvard's
$565 million investment in companies
dealing with the white, minority ruled government.

'Apartheid is tyranny politically.
Apartheid is exploitation

economically. Apartheid is terror
militarily.'
?Jesse Jackson

Jackson, 1983 Boston mayoral
candidate Mcl King, Michael Kennedy (nephew of Sen. Edward Kennedy), and Director of the International Department of the African National Congress Mfanafuthi J.
Makhatini were among the speakers.
The crowd cheered as the day's
long awaited speaker, Jackson, approached the podium. "Apartheid is

do the same thing to the Fourth Reich
in South Africa in 1985," exhorted
Jackson.
"Harvard invests money, but more
than that," Jackson maintained that
every day Harvard invests, "Harvard
shares its honor and credibility and
good name with South Africa." He
continued, "Harvard leadership in
disinvestment and divestment could

by Ceci Connolly

board of directors, the code
prescribes a series of actions for companies to maintain fair employment
practices and to improve the
employees' lives outside the
workplace.
Of the 350 American companies
operating in South Africa, at least
128 subscribe to the code. Most of
the Fortune 500 firms are working in
South Africa, according to Fein.
Fein said Harvard does not require
companies in their portfolio to sign
the Sullivan Principles, but the firms
must "show they uphold the principles." After "dialoguing" with

further weaken South Africa's standing in the world.
Jackson opposed arguments contending economic sanctions would increase bloodshed and make matters
worse. "There's a formula for
change," said Jackson, "If there's
enfranchisement, investment; disenfranchisement, disinvestment."
The rally was held on the 17th an-

niversary of Martin Luther King
Junior's assassination. Jackson, who
was with King on that historic day,
remarked, "Dr. King's strength was
that he was morally right "and
ultimately Dr. King's life proved that
to be morally right is stronger than
military might. That's why there's a
national holiday for Martin Luther
King, but there will never be [onej for
Ronald Reagan."
Jackson mentioned other issues
such as nuclear war, drugs and
alcohol, and inequality of all types.
"We must measure human rights by
one yard stick," commented
Jackson. "There is but one race?
the human race. Everybody is
somebody!"
Earlier Mel King addressed the
crowd, telling them, "Your presence
here is great, outstanding?people
will be encouraged, but it won't

Phot

hv

PJ

Brady
Reverend Jesse Jackson rouses the crowd in Harvard Yard on April 4.

change Ronald Reagan and his
policies."
"They want us in this park,"
stated King, who suggested that
where the protestors are not wanted
is in the halls of Congress or in the
boardrooms. King said opponents do
not fear the protesters who they see
as giving "comfort to the afflicted."
The protestors must "afflict the comfortable" by taking their fight out of
the parks and "into the streets."
Some of the students seemed to
have taken some of King's advice by
organizing a 24-hour vigil on President Derek Bok's front lawn. Asked
if this sit-in would have much effect,
student Carrie Weiner stated, "It has
not in the past." Weiner said "things
are on a roll" and added she hopes
"this will be a break through."
Following the rally, a reggae band
played to the dispersing crowd while
a press conference was.held in Harvard Hall. Although Jackson was due
at the University of Massachusetts
and was unable to attend the conference, most of the other speakers
were on hand to answer questions.

Harvard University Defends Its
Investment Policy in S. Africa
While many colleges continue to
divest financial holdings in companies that do business in South
Africa, policymakers at Harvard
University say their choice to keep
such investments is a more effective
means of encouraging change in the
minority-ruled country.
"The University believes dialoguing with companies [regarding their
actions in South Africa] is a more effective means than divestiture," said
Alan Fein, secretary to Harvard's
Corporation Committee on
Shareholder Responsibility.
The University's position, which
has come under much attack in the
past, has been likened to the United
States' present policy of "constructive engagement."
by Ceci Connolly
But officials at Harvard say their
position is much stronger than Presi"The people that hurt progress the
dent Ronald Reagan's.
, most are the people who know what's
"We go further than [Reagan's]
going on and just don't do anything
policy of constructive engagement,"
about it."
said Fein. "The most important difDerrick Evans
ference is Harvard actively opposes
influx control laws, which are the
Derrick Evans, a native of
most heinous apartheid laws in
Mississippi, believes we must all comexistence."
bat the injustices taking place in
These laws prevent most nonSouth Africa today.
whites in South Africa from living
That is why he was arrested for
and working in the same area.
protesting at the South African emOf the 480 companies in Harvard's
bassy in Washington, DC the week
portfolio, 111 of them are involved
after Thanksgiving.
in South Africa. "But Harvard does
Evans, presently a freshman at
not and will not own stock with any
BC, is anything but the typical BC
company that does a majority of its
student.
business in South Africa," said Fein.
Evans does not come from the
In fact, most of the 111 companies
Northeast?which still draws the
do between one and two percent of
greatest number of BC students. He
their business in South Africa, accoris black?which makes him a minoriding to a 1985 progress report put out
ty on this campus. And he backs up
by the Corporation Committee on
his opinions with action?which was
Shareholder Responsibility.
demonstrated by his recent arrest.
Some of the Firms included in the
He, and Rory and Douglas Kenlist of Jll involved in South Africa nedy, set out to be arrested in an atare: Gillette, Ford Motor Company, tempt to raise people's awareness on
IBM, General Motors and Coca the issue of apartheid. "It isn't just
Cola.
some fad to protest," Evans said during an interview last week. "The
"Harvard unequivocally condemns apartheid," said University ordeal in South Africa is one of the
President Derek Bok in a recent most important issues facing the
world today. I felt obligated to make
policy statement to the Harvard comothers aware of what's going on."
munity. "Harvard as an investor opEvans saia he first learned of aparposes apartheid through its activities
in the management of its securities theid in elementary school in
and other investments. Harvard will Mississippi and has always been opnot hold any debt securities in any posed to it, though in the past few
banks that loan to the South African years his opposition has grown as he
government."
learned more about the subject.
"Harvard actively encourages
"The United States has proved
companies to abide by the Sullivan that discrimination based on skin colPrinciples," said Fein. First drawn or is wrong," he said. "But
up by Reverend Leon Sullivan, a Americans take freedom for
black minister from Philadelphia and granted...Our freedom should
a member of the General Motors motivate us to seek change

companies regarding their compliance to the Sullivan code, "if there
is no hope the company will comply, we will divest," he said.
This has happened only once in
Harvard's history when the University divested its holdings in Baker International Corporation in February.
Harvard's president Derek Bok
participates in a group of university
presidents who organize fellowship
programs for non-white South
Africans to study in America. "Next
year we expect to offer such
Harvard, page 19

Participants were asked what immediate effects, particularly negative,
divestment would have on the blacks
in South Africa. Makhatini, who was
instructed to leave South Africa in
1962, admitted there would be loss of
thousands of jobs, but that this
sacrifice was necessary when one considered the fate of over 20 million
people. Makhatini also stated divestment would "help to lessen the loss
of human lives" by ending the struggle sooner.
Commenting on the violence in
South Africa, Makhatini said after
having tried non-violence for over 50
years, during which time the government has continually used violence to
suppress the people, the people feel
they have been "left no choice for action, but to take up arms."
"In the face of systematic killing,
it becomes the duty, the right and the
duty," stated Makhatini, "of the oppressed people to overthrow such a
government." He further added,
"that regime can not be reformed,
the system cannot be reformed, it
must be overthrown."

BC Student Recalls Recent Protest Arrest
The US has
proved that

discrimination

?

Phot

based on skin
color is wrong.

But Americans
PJ take freedom
Brady for granted/
by

i

j

Derrick Evans

elsewhere."

The best way for Americans to effect change in South Africa is "first
and foremost" through divestment,
in Evans' view.
'The US is definitely a stabilizing
force in their [South Africa's]
economy and the strongest statement
we could make would be divestment," he said.
Evans personally believes that the
present government in South Africa
could not survive divestment, though
he said that is not the main issue.
"Divestment may or may not hurt
the blacks there. But they have
nothing to lose and everything to
gain," he said. "Just the fact the
South African government has expressed concern over the possibility
of divestment says it could work."
Evans and a group of students
formed the South African Freedom
Committee of Boston College this
semester. The group's main goal is to
seek divestment at BC, according to
Evans.
"BC investments in South' Africa
appear to be minimal," he said. "But
'

it also doesn't look like it would hurt
BC financially to divest. BC is a
religious institution and there is no
reason, (hopefully), for the school
not to divest."
Although he reiterated BC's investments seem small-scale, Evans
called any investment in South Africa
by the University a "contradiction"
of Jesuit ideals here. "In effect we
are contributing to the suvival of a
government that is totally oppressive,
evil and exploitative."
When asked whether he thinks the
Reagan Administration's policy of
"constructive engagement" is an effective means for change, Evans said
he had mixed views on the subject.
"To a degree, constructive engagement is okay, but I don't see any
significant progress that's been made
by this policy."
Before his arrest in Washington,
Evans gave a prepared statement
focusing on how different his life
would be if he lived in South Africa.
"I just happen to live in a country
that has learned discrimination based on skin color is wrong," he saicT.

T'd be the same person in South
Africa that I am here, but"l wouldn't
be able to do the things or have the
friends I have in America."
He also quoted South African
bishop and nobel prize winner Desmond Tutu who said, "Apartheid is
an evil. The support of apartheid,
direct or indirect, is just as evil."
The freshman said his mother used to remind him how lucky he was
to enjoy the freedoms blacks in this
country had fought valiantly for not
so long ago.
"After hearing about the
tunities that I have, that my mother
didn't have, it becomes very difficult
to ignore a similar situation happening elsewhere in the world. I feel
obligated to tell others about what's
going on in South Africa," he said.
Evans continually returns to the
topic of awareness as being the key
problem Americans must overcome
if they are to help, the oppressed nonwhites in South Africa.
"I don't think anyone knows as
much as they.should about the situation in South Africa, including
myself," he said. "The problem of
apartheid has been around for years
and has been ignored for years. Unfortunately, it takes headlines [about
the murders in South Africa] to open
some people's eyes, and that's
disappointing."
In Evans' opinion, we all have a
responsibility to strive for the
elimination of apartheid in South
Africa. "Any country dedicated to
peace should do everything they can
to change the situation in South
Africa, as peacefully as possible."
Those people who are ignorant of
what is going on in South Africa have
an excuse, said Evans, "But once you
defeat ignorance the problem is yours
too."
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Posting Grades: Against University Policies
by Paul Cloos

Although against University rules,
many professors continue to post
grades outside their
News
offices or leave exWatch
ams and papers at
their door. Yet, to
date this does not appear to be an
issue of campus concern.
Arts and Sciences Dean William
Neenan, SJ said that no complaints
have reached his office and University Registrar Louise Lonabocker
said she has yet to censure a professor

Term papers outside Professor's door in Carney Hall.

JAMAICA LIQUORS

X 3 900 HUNTINGTON AYE.
m

tor the practice.
"Frankly, 1 have not roamed the
halls looking for posted grades,"
Lonabocker said. "If more professors did it, 1 would go out of my
way to see if it is true. But nothing
has been reported."
This month Lonabocker will be
sending a letter to all professors asking them not post grades "unless they
use something other than their name
or social security number as an
identifier."
According to a legal guide published for college registrars and admissions officers with the National
Association of College and University Attorneys, the Federal Privacy
Act of 1974 (better known as the
Buckley Amendment) limits the use
of students' social security numbers.
"Many instructors post grades adjacent to their offices at the end of
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the term," the legal guide says.
"Although most instructors detach
students' names, the listing is generally in alphabetical order by student
number or social security numbers.
"This places the faculty member
and the institution in a precarious
situation because the confidentiality
of grades is in jeapordy. Instructors
and others who post grades should
use a system that ensures that the requirements of the Buckley Amendment are carefully met."
Although the Buckley Amendment
is only legally binding to public, post
secondary institutions, Lonabocker
said, it applies in principle to Boston
College. She said that social security
numbers are not considered "directory" information and as such should
not be revealed.
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Energy Manager Cuts Heating, Lighting Costs
by Paige Ladendorff

Even with the expense of
numerous renovations on campus,
Boston College has still managed to
save money?largely thanks to Assistant Director of Buildings and
Grounds Greg Doyle and his staff.
Formerly BC's Energy Manager,
Doyle has overseen campus energyconservation projects since 1980, saving the school about $10 million.
These projects include the installation of more efficient lighting,
heating and ventilation systems
around the campus, to produce
greater comfort for students at a
lesser cost.
As a result, total campus energy
usage has dropped 50% since 1980.
"Last year we spent about $4.5
million for energy," said Doyle. "If
we hadn't done anything, it would
have been twice as much."
What has Doyle done to save the
school so much "money? "First we
took care of the visible things?
mainly lighting," he explained.
"We've installed more efficient
outside lighting?the same amount of
light for half the cost," Doyle
started. This includes replacing incandescent with fluorescent light,
which is four times more effective.

t~

?

"We've also cut lighting inside1
buildings," he continued. "We call
is, placing
this 'task lighting'?
light where you most need it.
"We changed the hall lighting in
Edmonds and Hillsides last summer,
putting small fluorescent lights on the
sides of doorways."
This was effective in Edmonds
which has light colored hallways, but
not in Hillsides, which residents complained "looked dismal."
"In Hillsides, the brick walls were
absorbing the light, so we added
more," explained Doyle.
Not as noticable are changes made
with heat and air conditioning
systems, which" have also saved
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"In general, we have tried to
rebalance and redistribute air quantities to where they are needed most,"
explained Doyle.
With his energy saving techniques,
Doyle stated,"We've given a better
product to our customers ?the
students?and saved energy at the
same time."
Doyle, who has degrees in both
engineering and management, was
the energy coordinator and facilities
engineer at Beth Israel Hospital
before coming to BC in 1980.
Promoted to Assistant Director of
Building Grounds four months ago,
he is now looking for a new energy
manager.

We believe the last thing that should keep
someone from going to school is money.
So call 1-800-SHAWMUT or come in and
see us about our comprehensive education
loan program.
Because no one should have to fight
tooth and nail to pay for school.

CbC Students "^S

\ We will service all

and inside air temperature, the
longest heating pipe, and even wind
speed in proportioning heal..
"With the old system, 1 would be
driving to work in the morning and
see wide opened windows on these
dorms in the middle of winter."
Doyle recalled.
"I would tell the guys to go turn
down the thermostats. Then 1 would
get complaints that the dorms were
freezing. So we'd turn the heat up
again, but then there were those open
windows. We knew there had to be
a better way."
In many administration buildings,
computerized energy management
systems have also been installed.

GETTING A LOAN FOR
DENTAL SCHOOL SHOULDN'T
BE LIKE PULLING TEETH.

\u25a0\u25a0
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Heating controls have been
modified in all the dorms, producing
great drops in cost.
"In the mods, we cut costs by
40%," Doyle said. "We did this by
changing from the older electric
resistance heating and standard
refrigeration cycle for air conditioning to more efficient heat pumps."
In Edmonds, the electric bill has
been cut by almost $60,000 as electric heating and cooling were changed to hydrolic, or water heating and
cooling.
On Upper Campus and Newton,
new computerized heating controls
were recently installed. According to
Doyle, the computer senses outside
money.
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Writers Converse Through Works of Poetry
by Paul Cloos

15-minute periods and Hovanessian read for a half hour.
Joking about his style, Thomas
noted that the cover notes to the Penguin edition of his collected poems
describes his writing as "erotic, horrific and eulogistic."
"Erotic I would accept," he said.
"Horrific doesn't sound too flattering. Eulogistic is the editor's mistake
for the plural of elegy."
Thomas opened with "Whale," a
poem which, like many of his works,
has a clear narrative base. The poem
dealt with the story of a beached
whale and the reactions of three people to it: a witch doctor says not to
move the sacred whale; a white man
says that they should try to push the
whale free at high tide; and a young
girl pours water over the whale and
sings to him like a mother.
two

Poets Diana Der Hovanessian and
D.M. Thomas appear to be kindred
literary spirits. Though they had not
met until recently, the two writers,
who read from their works Thursday
as part of the Boston College
Humanities Series in McGuinn
Auditorium, have answered each
other in their poems.
In Thomas' "Poem on the Midway," the poet meets an Armenian
poet in a restaurant. Hovanessian
said she was so impressed with the
Thomas' work that she wrote a
poem, "Translating," in reaction.
Thomas, in turn, said that reading
Hovannessian's work led him to
write his novel Ararat.
Each poet spoke for an equal
amojjnt of time; Thomas spoke for

Thomas' "Logan Stone" was based on a phenomenon in his English
homeland. A large stone on the
southwest tip of England is
precariously balanced and can be set
trembling with one finger, yet it has
not tipped over, the poet explained.
"It is used here as a symbol of
love," he said, "a love that is so
vulnerable that it is strong because it
is always ready to tremble yet
withstands a storm."
Hovanessian followed Thomas
with "Translating." She then showed her lighter side by reading a poem
about the craziness of Harvard
Square.

Entitled "My First Marriage," the
poem begins, "We were married in
the Harvard Coop, third floor textbook section." She meets a man in
line and the clerk asks the two, "Are

ll

you together?" "If not in space, in
time," she replies. The clerk goes on
to perform the marriage ceremony.
Hovanessian has written many
verse translations of Armenian
works. "Walking With an Armenian," though her own work, showed her interest in the Armenian
culture. "When two Armenians are
quiet," the poem reads, "it is not
because there is nothing to say."
"Her collection of Armenian
poems set me off on my latest
novels," Thomas said, praising
Hovanessian after she finished her
reading of nine poems. "I owe a deep
debt to her translations."
Thomas translates Russian works
and the bulk of his second reading
was from his novel Ararat, which has
a Russian journalist as its protagonist. In the scene he read, the

journalist interviews the President in

the Oval Office.
The premise for the scene is that
the President has a strange disease
where he answers the question
previous to the one just asked. The
hung over journalist is unaware of
this, however, and ends up asking
stranger and stranger questions.
Finally, as a bow to Hovanessian,
Thomas read his "Poem of the
Midway."
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Gays Say 'Homophobia' Prevalent at BC
by S. Michael Benedict

Although most people on campus
are unaware of its existence, there is
an organized gay community at
Boston College. Gay and lesbian
issues are largely ignored here, and
this alliance, known as the Gay Community at Boston College [GCBC],
provides a support group, education
and awareness for both gay and
straight students.
Most gays-at BC said they believe
that there is a basic lack of understanding on the part of the administration, and most students, and that this
lack of understanding leads to a fear
of the gay and lesbian community
("Homophobia").
"I feel stiffled, I feel illegal here,"
said one lesbian. "I have to be careful
about what I say, or how I write a
love story for my creative writing
class."
The most difficult part of being

gay may be just admitting it to
yourself. It's hard to come to the
realization that you are different than
your parents, peers, and traditional

role-models.

"I haven't told my parents yet,"
one man said. "Parental support is
so crucial. At first, you come up with

or be denied a place to live.

"It's ironic that a community like

"I think negative stereotypes come
out of ignorance. The gay lifestyle
varies just like the straight lifestyle
does. The only way to break these
stereotypes is to come out and show
people that you are human too. Unfortunately, that's easier said than

BC, and the Jesuits, that has such a

'Sexual orientation is not
something you choose.'
?Anonymous BC homosexual
one excuse or another for your feelings. You try to deny them; make
them go away. Once you admit it to
yourself it's actually a relief."
Once a gay or lesbian person admits his or her homosexuality to
themselves, the next step is "coming
out." The risks involved are
numerous and painful: you may lose
your friends, your job, be harrassed,

done."
With relation to Boston College,
the gay and lesbian community feels
abandoned. The administration
refuses to recognize any gay
organization on campus, although
other Catholic universities such as Dc
Paul and Notre Dame have.
"There are more gays at BC than
there are blacks," said one man.

3) A budget from

UGBC, to be passed by the Senate, and a separate
budget from the University. These
proposals will be sent to the incoming Thomas administration.
Lastly, the gays and lesbians seek
understanding from their peers.
"Why should anyone cafe who I
love, or who 1 spend my time with?
Sexual orientation is only one part of
my entire personality. 1 don't Want
to be known for that one aspect only. I don't think it's fair to be reduced solely to my sexuality."
Another person added, "Sexual
orientation is not something you
choose. Think of your boyfriend or
girlfriend. Think about how natural
your affection and love is for him or
her. It's the same for us, too."
The Gay Community at Boston
College meets every Wednesday night
at Haley House at 8:00. For more information, call 552-8466. Discretion
is assured.

strong intellectual reputation would
refuse to listen to the gay and lesbian
problems, or even acknowledge their
existence."
"The Jesuits have a challenge,"
another student said. "They have a
challenge to minister to all those who
are suffering. I see very little effort
on the part of the chaplaincy and
other university organizations to provide counseling, etc."
Other measures the gay community is pushing for are:
1) A non-discriminationclause on all
admissions materials, as well as hiring processes. One does exist, but the
GCBC wants to see the words "sexual orientation" added.
2) Official recognition from the administration, and if not a statement
of support, at least a commitment to
equal right* for the entire BC
community.
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President-Elect Thomas Supports VP Stipend
Senate Executive Legislative Commitee Chairman Joseph Cistulli said,
"The bill is redundant. It still stands
that any stipend will have to be approved by the Senate." According to
the fourth paragraph of Article 1, section nine of the UGBC Constitution,
the Senate has the power "to set the

Mcontinued from page I
granted stipends, the resolution prohibits a President from giving out of
his or her own stipend.
Thielman reasoned, "A stipend is
necessary if the student body is to
receive a high degree of programm-

'How the president decides to spend it [the
stipend] is his decision once he gets it.'
?UGBC President Peter Thomas
ing and service" claiming the programming accomplishments of his
administration would not have been
possible, "if my executive vice president did not work full time this
semester."

yearly executive stipend(s)." Yet the
issue of the 1984-85 UGBC President's stipend had been put to a
referendum in last year's election;
Heibling's, an appointed official's,
had not.

Explaining his success in having his

once the money is paid to the president, it is his to dispense as he deems
appropriate (which the resolution
prohibits), and others feel that those
receiving payment from UGBC must
be directly elected by the student

veto sustained by the Senate after the

resolution passed, Thielman said a
consensus felt "a better bill can be
written. They realize a more
thorough job can be done."
However, Senator Mike Doyle said
of the veto, "That was the high

sign."
"My opinion is that Thielman
pressured senators into sticking by
him. It might make him look foolish;
he can't really say that when he gave
Helbling a stipend it was okay and
then say in the future it's not. The bill
would be totally against what
Thielman stands for," Doyle added.
Senate Recording Secretary Jill
Alper, the recently approved Executive Vice Presidential choice of
President-elect Peter Thomas, said,
"The Senate has been introducing
bills throughout the year. They let

New UGBC President Peter Thomas
Jeff's veto stand because they wanted
to start again; they want a better bill
that considers the issues more
throroughly."
There are rwo major conflicting
views on the issue. Some believe that

Good friends keep you going
when all you want to do is stop.
I
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body.
Originally the bill contained a provision whereby the President could
opt to give others stipends from his
own stipend; but according to Doyle,
"The bill was amended unanimously to excise that sentence."
"We struck that last sentence
because we considered it to be too
vague. Considering the complications
involving Thielman getting work
study as part of his stipend, we
thought it was an unnecessary
loophole through which cabinet officers could be paid in the future,"
said Doyle. Heibling's stipend did not
come from Thielman's, but rather it
was reasoned at the time that
Thielman's work study offered the
Senate incentive to grant Heibling's
stipend.
"I don't know why they voted that
out," said Thielman of the amendment. "1 guess it wouldn't be bad
idea to have a referendum question
on whether vice presidents should get
paid, that's a fair thing." He
qualified that statement by saying the
students should only be caljed on to
vote if the senate cannot decide.
"In the future not every President
will be eligible for work study. When
Thielman collected workstudy,
technically that was extra money. I
don't buy that. What he gets is what
he gets," said Doyle of the deleted
provision giving presidents discretion
with their own stipend. The savings
should not have gone to Helbling, he
added.
"1 wouldn't be opposed to it [the
stipend] if the vice president were on
the ballot along with the President or
if the student body in a referendum
decided such a stipend should be
paid, said Senator Terry O'Malley
who voted for the amended resolution. "It's basically a volunteer thing;
nobody else gets paid," O'Malley
commented.
Peter Thomas, who will officially
be taking office as president April 15
said, "1 am against the resolution. In
my campaign I promised to pay my
vice president $1,407," a figure he
said was based on Heibling's earnings
for the summer ?twelve 35 hour
weeks at the minimum wage. And,
Thomas assured later, he'd "come
through" on that promise.
"If the student government pays
me $4,000...1t's my money to do so
with; how the president decides to
spend it is his decision once he gets
it." Thomas's stipend will not be supplemented by work study.
According to Cistulli, Thomas will
receive the same $3,700 Thielman
received. Adding to the arguments
favoring presidential discretion,
Cistulli said, "It's clear that the
President has a right to do what he
wants with his money. The Senate
can't legislate what he can do."
Alper said of her upcoming role as
Thomas's Executive Vice President,
"1 took the job assuming I'm not going to get paid; as far as I'm concerned it's in the hands of the Senate."
Alper added, however, that she is applying for summer work study.

When The
Heights Calls,

Please Pick

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
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The Boston Marathon?a Troubled Tradition
race in a white Adidas jogging t-shirt
with a time of 2:10:34. His name was
Ten years ago an American runner Geoff Smith. The field had dwindled to 6,100 runners. Tenth place had
ran the Boston Marathon in a t-shirt
with hand-painted lettering and went slowed to a 2:16.00 "and this year's
ion to set an American record of tenth Dlace could be the slowest its
2:09.55. His name was Bill Rodgers ever been," said track coach Jack
McDonald. The field will undoubtedand the year was 1975. Only 2000
ly be one of the smallest it has been
people had officially, run the race.
shrinking by about 50% to 4500.
The tenth place finisher had run a
2:18.00.
And so with the changing times,
Five years ago, at the height of the the Boston Marathon has clearly lost
running boom, that same American some of its luster as well as the quality of the race. In 1979 the men's field
raced to a 2:09.27 and had set
another American record. The field was held with ten runners who had
was a Boston Marathon record 8,000 ran a 2:12.00 or better. This year
official runners. Tenth place was a there will be just four. In 1982 the
men's field boasted 82 marathoners
?2:14.00.
Last year a runner won the
who had done a 2:20.00, 45 for
by Scan Hennessey

women. 1985, however, will be the
year that the field has just 26 and 15,

respectively.
The question that remains is why?
/The first and perhaps most widely debated point lies in the fact that
the Boston Marathon is the only major marathon in the world that
doesn't offer prize money to its runners. The Boston Athletic Association, which runs the Marathon, feels
that since the Boston Marathon has
been the premier amateur marathon
for the major part of 89 years, it must
stay that way. While the other major marathons are attracting the
world's elite runners like a magnet,
the BAA remains adamant about its
amateurism.

Heights
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in Pittsburgh for a purse of
$125,000? Runners today are abandoning Boston to run elsewhere.
It would be unfair to say the
absence of money has been the contributing factor in discouraging
marathoners, because it hasn't. The
presence of a qualifying time is
another such factor. Ten years ago
there was no qualifying time for
Boston. Any runner who ran a 10
mile race in Boston received a
number and was an "official" entrant. That was ten years ago, and ten
years ago marked the beginning of
the running boom.
The running boom in Boston has

Many feel the major point the
BAA is missing is the fact that for
most of the elite runners, running is
their livelihood; competing in
marathons and other races remains
their only source of income. Runners
find that they simply cannot afford
to run Boston. To many, nostalgia
does not measure up to greenbacks,
like Ron Tabb, who withdrew Friday
citing "no money, no run"and
Rogers, who has long been
outspoken against the BAA amateur
policy and who has been predicting
the demise of Boston.
Why run Boston when you can run
a 10k like the Boston Milk Run a
week later for a purse of $22,000? Or
a marathon less than a month later

Marathon, page 16
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A Time for
the
Pastime

Baseball Thrashes MIT
by Kenny Carty

BC scored four more times in the
forth inning as MIT decided to throw
The Boston Red Sox are not the the ball around allowing the Eagles
only great offensive threat in the to increase their lead.
area. The BC baseball team wields
The Eagles used some timely hitquite a batting lineup. Seven of the ting in the eighth inning to come up
nine starters are currently batting with three more runs making the final
over .300 and the team has an imtally BC 21 MIT 4.
,
pressive average of .310.' Having
Overall Record
scored 52 runs in four games, the BC
Score
Opp.
Date
offense is getting on track after a
slow start in Florida.
at C. Fla.
7-11
3/5
Last Wednesday against MIT, the
1-10
3/5
at C. Fla.
Eagles pounded out 20 hits enroute
at Stetson
3/6
8-18
to a 21-4 thrashing of BC's Camat Tampa
2-4
3/7
bridge neighbors.
4-2
at
Eckerd
After getting one run in the bot3/9
at Eckerd
tom of the first, BC exploded for six
7-8
3/9
runs on only four hits in the second.
/
at UConn
9-4
3 30
Consecutive singles by leftfielder Joe
at UConn
0-2
3/30
Giaquinto, who leads the Big East in
UConn
2-8
3/31
at
hits, and rightfielder Rick Murphy
Harvard
0-15
4/3
helped ignite the rally.
9-7
4/4
Provid.
The BC express continued to role
4/4
as the Eagles scored four in the botProvid.
12-3
tom of the third. Leading the way
4/6
Provid.
10-12
was a three run homer by first
4/10
MIT
21-4
baseman Rocky Daley.

Spring Football

April 15, 1985

by Tony Zarillo

It's summer time again.
Never mind that the calender reads
April and not June, July or August.
In my mind it is time for the beach,
sun, rest, relaxation and Bruce
Springsteen.
Oh, and yes it is time for baseball.
I am not the most avid fan of the
pastime, at least ever since 1981 when
the Yankees dropped the World
Series to the hated Dodgers.
Baseball, though, has always
amazed me in that it inspires such
passions in people.
How can such a simple and slow
moving game have such an impact
and hold?
Ah yes, that is it!
It is the inherent qualities of the
hy
game that make it unusual, which
give it the charm that pleasures
millions of people from April to
October.
Baseball is a game of statistics,
ready made for trivia buffs. Earned
BC second baseman Steve Azzolini attempts a bunt against MIT.
run averages, hitting averages; one
can find hundreds of little stats in
volved in the game which make
arguments comparing players from
any era possible.
The slow movement of the game
Gieselmari will be returning for his
group. Cotton Bowl Defensive MVP
allows
fathers to explain specific
tight
fifth year at
end, \vhile Peter
Bill Romanowski will be returning.
to
their sons without missing
plays
Casparillo should also see some time.
Ted Gaffney and Andy Hemmer
the
next
of action.
sequence
The offensive line will return with
missed
half
of
last
season
with
both
It is a game which can be played
three of last year's starters: Jack
injuries, and both will be back at full
by people throughout much of their
Bicknell Jr. (center), Shawn Regent
strength next season. It will be imporlives in the form of hardball or soft(tackle), and Steve Trapilo (guard).
tant for them to stay healthy if BC
ball. Fathers can go to the ballpark
Darren Twombly, Ed Fahey, and Jim
is to defend the run better.
one
day and catch a game and then
will
be
for
the
competing
Ostrowski
go to the park the next and play a litGraduation has taken a major part
starting left guard position. The right
tle ball themselves.
tackle slot will be filled by either Jeff
of the defensive backfield. The
Look at all the leagues for men and
Oliver or Dave Widell. The Eacles
Eagles will miss three of last year's
women
which play during the spring
four starters. Fifth year cornerback
and
summer.
The six pack is as much
Neil Iton will be the lone returning
a
of
the
game as a glove.
part
Gerrick
Munn,
starter. Vincent
People can forget their problems
McPhearson, and Karl Kreshpane
in the field, stadium, or living room.
should all see some action in the
Just leave them behind and dream of
defensive secondary.
the
exploits of Willie, Mick, and the
The punting duties will go to either
Duke.
Peach or Mihalik. Peach was the
What other sport can boast of the
starting punter last season, and will
personalities baseball has possessed
be expected to maintain his 36.5 yard
over the years.
average when he's called on. Kevin
Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Sandy
Snow has graduated, and the new
Koufax,
Ted Williams. The list could
kicking duties will be assigned to
on
and
on.
go
Kanzler,
either sophomore Ken
or to
Neil Hon
I love football, but this time is for
incoming freshman David Rooney.
the pastime.
should have plenty of power to proBicknell talked about the spring
That is something the people in the
'practices,
"This [is] where we give
tect their new quarterback.
never understood.
USFL
The defense will be solid in the
everyone a chance. The practices are
~??!
55
i"
fall. Mike Ruth, an Honorable Mena lot more physical now than before,
tion Ail-American the past two
and we get a look at everyone."
will
be
returseasons, and John Bosa
One player who Bicknell will be
ning on the line. Tom Porrell, Mike
looking at will be Stu Primus.
Degnan, and David Nugent will be
Primus,
who played four years of
shooting for a starting tackle posibasketball
for BC, will use his fifth
tion. Chuck Gorecki enjoyed a fine
4:00 PM
year of eligibility to play football.
season, and he will be returning as
Bicknell added,"l think we're godefensive end. Eric Lindstrom and
ing to have a good team, and a real
Bill Thompson will challenge for the
good defense. But right now we're
McElroy 113
other end.
and getting ready."
preparing,
The linebackers will be a strong
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Eagles Already Preparing for '85 Season
by

Steve Condon

Stradford has led BC in rushing the

last three seasons, and he will be
It was only three and a half months counted on to carry a lot of the load.
ago that the Boston College Eagles Senior Ken Bell has switched from
football team defeated the Houston tailback to the starting fullback posiCougars to capture the 1985 Cotton tion. Tyrone Taylor and John
Bowl Championship.
Mihalik will be returning, and they
The Eagles are now back on the will be counted on for some key congridiron, as they began their spring tributions. Steve Williams has misspractices March 25. BC will be prac- ed most of spring practice since he
ticing four times a week, including broke his right foot during the first
full contact scrimmages oncea week. week of practice.
Spring practice will last four weeks,
culminating in the Annual MaroonGold Game to be played at Alumni
Stadium on April 27.
The biggest hole for the coaches to
fill will be at quarterback. The frontrunner is Shawn Halloran, the
number two man for the past two
seasons. Halloran passed for 227
yards and one touchdown during his
stint as backup to Doug Flutie.
Others looking for a starting role are
Steve Peach, Mike Willging, and
Duke St. Pierre. Peach was the
Shawn Halloran
punter last season, while Willging
and St.Pierre are both transfers:
"We've got some fine backs, and
Willging from Cincinnati; St.Pierre they're working hard. It is too bad
from Notre Dame.
for Steve Williams since it sets him
Head Coach Jack Bicknell sees the back a little, but those things hapquarterback spot as a three man race, pen," said Bicknell.
"Everything is going well with the
Despite the loss of All-American
guys. Right now it seems to be betGerard Phelan, the Eagles will have
ween three guys: Halloran, Peach, some fine receivers. Kelvin Martin,
and Willging. Halloran has gotten who caught 37 passes (10
the first ODPortuni.tv. and he hasn't touchdowns) for 715 total yards, will
lost it yet. There is a lot of time u be the leading returner. Shawn Domfor us to see what happens."
browski, Darren Flutie, and Joe GiaThe running attack will continue quinto are other returning lettermen.
being one of the Eagles' best assets. Giaquinto has taken the spring off
Troy Stradford will be the main cog. from football, to play baseball. Scott
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Sports Briefs

Hockey

Wrap-up

BC Finishes Fourth in Nation
by Kenny Carty

Water Polo
The BC Water Polo team will be hosting a tournament this upcoming Friday, April 19th at 7:00 pm and Saturday April 20th at 8:00 am. Other participating schools will be URI, BU and UMass/Amherst. Come catch the
NE Division II East champions in their last tournament appearance this year.

Bay State Games
The Bay State are Massachusetts' own Olympic-style sports festival featuring competitions in 19 sports in three distinct competition divisions: Scholastic,
open and Masters for boys, girls, men and women. Each region will name
a representative team that will advance to the finals in Boston July 1 l-14th.
Qualifying events will take place from April through June and all athletes
planning to tryout must submit a Bay State Games entry form prior to the
date of the tryout.
Entry forms are now available in the following sports: basketball, boardsailing, cycling, diving, gymnastics, road racing, rowing, soccer, swimming,
track and field, volleyball,shooting, water polo, table tennis and field hockey.
Athletes must live, work or go to school in the region for which they plan
to tryout. Athletes will be notified of sites for the regional tryout in their
entry packet. To obtain an official Bay State Games entry form, call the Bay
State Games at (617) 727-3227. A $5 entry fee carries the athlete through
all stages of the games and provides them with a Bay State Games T-shirt
at the qualifier and a Bay State Games warm-up jacket and uniform if he/she
continues to the finals.

Ultimate Frisbee
The Ultimate Frisbee club has announced daily practice at 4:30 pm daily.
Their first tournament was held this past weekend. Particrpating schools were
Tufts, MIT, Harvard and BC. There will be an upcoming tournament at BC
on April 20th. For more information contact Pete Connors (964-7799) or
Larry Schwartz (964-6579).

Canoe Race
The eighth annual Lamprey River Canoe Race, sponsored by the Epping
Conservation Commission, will be held on Saturday April 20th in Epping,
New Hampshire.
All races begin from Mary Blair Park, located off Route 27 in West Epping N.H. Registration begins at 8:30 am and the first race starts at 9:30.
The entry fee is $3 per person per event for pre-registration and $3.50 per
person for registration the day of the race. Forms may be obtained from
the Epping Town Hall or by sending a stamped self-addressed envelope to
rhe Epping Conservation Commission, Town Hall, Epping, N.H. 03042; Attn.

canoe race,

Volleyball

The season has drawn to a close
for the 1984-85 Boston College
hockey team. This past year witnessed the Eagles have a great year,
dominating Hockey East and advancing to the NCAA Final Four in
Detroit.
Offensively, BC had no problem
putting the puck in the net. Leading
the way was the junior class. Scott
Harlow tallied 72 points (34 goals, 38
assists) in 44 games to lead the. Eagles
in scoring. Doug Brown accumulated
68 points (37 goals, 31 assists) while
also being a defensive force,
frustrating foes while on the
powerplay. Bob Sweeney and
freshman Ken Hodge excited BC fans
with 64 points apiece. Up at the
point, junior Dom Campedelli blasts
were good for 49 points (5 goals, 44
assists).

Seniors David Livingston, Captain
Tim Mitchell and Jim Herlihy contributed invaluable leadership as well
as scoring clutch goals for the Eagles.
Livingston (37 points), Mitchell (33
points) and Herlihy (26 points) will
be sorely missed.
The bodychecks were provided by
the aggressive duo of juniors Neil
Shea (II goals, 19 assists) and Kevin
Stevens (13 goals, 23 assists).
Along with Hodge, other freshmen
played strong roles in the Eagles success this year. Dan Shea (16 goals, 20
assists) showed consistent hustle
throughout the year. Bill Kopecky,
Chris Stapleton, Mike Gervasi and
John Devereaux all demonstrated
future promise.
The 240 goals scored by BC is a
school record. Averaging 5.33 goals
per game, the Eagles wereone of the
nation's most potentscoring squads.
At one point in the regular season,
BC scored 34 goals in a three game
stretch.
The defensive corps were strong as
ever giving up a respectable 172goals
(3.82 average).

The final standings for the 1984-85 Intramural volleyballseason are out.
In the American League, the Northern Division champs was Marvin & The
Swagglers, who had a fine 13-3 record. Toxic Waste finished second with
a 12-4 record. The Eastern Division leader
was the Generic Players. Their
11-4 record was percentage points ahead of the second place team, the Rejectors (12-5) .730 to .710. Defwu won the Southern Division by posting a
14-2 record. The Irish Setters finished second with a 12-2 record.
Western
Division champs Agent Orange Juice showcased the league's best record of
14-1. The White Tigers were a close second at 12-2.
In the National League, Still TBA won the Northern Division with a 14-3
record. Second position was occupied by the Merry Pranksters (11-3). The
Thunderbirds fought off Dick McGowan to win the Southern Division by
a game (11-5 to 10-6). In the Eastern Division, Assassins outdistanced the
Swoopers III to take the title while in the Western Division saw Dot Factors
record a perfect 14-0 regular season while running away from the second
place BSS Express.

NCAA Basketball
The First Team All-Big East Conference Squad was announced.
At the
John's and Dwayne 'The Pearl'
Washington from Syracuse. Georgetown's Pat Ewing was the league's top
center while Ed Pickney of Villanova and Rafael Addison of Syracuse
were
the forwards.
The second team consisted of BC's Michael Adams and UConn's Earl Kelly
at the guard positions, Bill Wennington of St. John's the center and Bill Martin of Georgetown and Walter Berry of St. John's
as the forwards
Co-players of the year were Mullin and Ewing.
two guard positions are Chris Mullin from St.

Campadelli and senior Bruce

Milton were solid blueliners. Bob

Coach Len Ceglarski enjoyed many honors this past season.

Emery and John McNamara did a
ing in for the well-deserving Eagle
head coach.
superb job protecting the BC goal.
Senior George Boudreau and junior
The Eagles were rewarded for their
Mike Barron rounded out the BC
hard work with a fine fourth place
defense playing sound defense.
finish in the NCAA's. BC also receiv
ed its share of fan support as
McHugh Forum averaged 3,249 peoOne of the Eagles' major strengths
ple at home, to lead Hockey East in
this year was the performance in goal
home attendance. The Eagles were
by junior Scott Gordon. Having
also popular on the road, averaging
played in 36 of BC's 45 games, Gor3,960 in hostile arenas.
don posted an impressive 3.61 GAA.
BC also fared well record wise.
His record was also stellar (23 wins,
The Eagles captured the first-ever
11 losses and 2 ties). Although not
Hockey East regular season with a
called on that many times this year,
fantastic
record of 24-9-1 (28-15-2
backup Shaun Real played admirably
overall). Their home record was
in 12 games with a 3.97 GAA, winn14-5-2 (.762) while their road record
ing five and losing four.
was an impressive 13-5-0 (.722).
Against Hockey East, the Eagles
Leading the way for BC has been
showcased a 13-4-1 record, while
Eagles' head coach Len Ceglarski
against the Western Collegiate
and his staff of assistant coachesHockey Association, BC was 11-5.
Steve Cedorchuk, Bernie Burke and
In all it was a fantastic hockey
Jim McDonald. This past season
season, one of the Eagles best ever.
Ceglarski won his 500th game of his
The 1985-86 version could even be
coaching career becoming only the
better when bluechip prospects join
fourth hockey coach to accomplish
the team.
the feat. Accolades have been pour-

Women's Lacrosse

Eagles Split Against UMass, HC
by Terence Connors

Competing against nationally
ranked UMass and traditional rival
Holy Cross the Boston College
women's lacrosse team split a pair of
contests this past week. The Eagles
fell to UMass 16-7 Tuesday under the
lights of Alumni Stadium but rebounded to trounce Holy Cross 13-2
Thursday in Worcester.
With the split the Eagles raised
their record to 4-3 at midseason.
In Tuesday's contest BC had a
tough first half against UMass but
recovered in the second half. At one
point BC climbed to within four
goals, trailing 10-6.
"We did not let down against
UMass," said BC coach Charlene
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BC's Beth

Delaney

moves the ball up the field.

Cheerleading Squad Looking for Recognition
by Martha Robinson and Charlie
Cresci
In the past few years, Boston College has emerged as one of the big
names in college sports. The football,
basketball and hockey teams have enjoyed successful seasons, participating in bowl games and NCAA
tournaments. Behind these teams
stands another team?the Boston
College cheerleaders.
Of all the sports teams at BC, the
cheerleaders have the longest season.
The dedication and hard work begins
when the squad returns to campus in
August to prepare for training which
is held at Virginia Tech University.
The squad enjoyed successful football and basketball seasons, and ended their year with a three week
workshop, to stir interest'in a competitive late March tryout.

The athletic organizations here at
"BC strive to be number one. This is
also true for the cheerleading squad.
The 1983-84 team was the Northeast
Regional champions and were flown
to Honolulu, Hawaii to compete in
the Ford College Cheerleading National
Championships.
The
cheerleading squad gained national
attention and recognition for itself
and for Boston College. The 1985-86
squad is already setting its own sights
on a national championship. This
goal can't be accomplished without
the support of the students. The new
squad will be introduced at the annual spring football game April 27 at
Alumni Stadium.

Martha Robinson (Captain)
Charlie Cresci (Co-Captain)

Photo by PJ Brady
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Women Top Holy Cross; Men Win 9-6
Laxmen Trip Bowdoin

BC
Crushes

by Joe Cavanaugh

Crusaders
Wcontinued from page 14
Morett. "We had them on the ropes
there for a while."
"1 feel we're better than [the] 16-7
[score would indicate]," stated
Morett.
Offensively the catalyst for the
Eagles was Joan Daly who scored
four goals. Sophomore Sheila Watts
and co-captain Noreen Craine keyed
BC's defensive effort.

Against Holy Cross BC came alive
offensively scoring 13 goals, their
third highest goal production of the
season. Aiding BC's attack was their
reserves which Morett stated "gave
-us a spark."
Two weeks ago BC had another
.500 week as they lost to Harvard
11-2 while edging Brown University
8-6 in two home games.
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Women's lacrosse action against Massachusetts this past week.

Harvard, ranked in the top 10 nationally, proved to be too tough for
the Eagles as the lone scorer for the
Eagles was co-captain Stacey Sennas.
Harvard also outshot BC by a 27-18
margin. v
"We beat Brown the week before
which was very important," said BC
coach Charlene Morett.
In the game against the Bruins BC
utilized a balanced scoring attack
(five different players scored) and
tight defense to overcome Brown.
Leading the attack for the Eagles
were Kirn Hourihan (two goals),
junior all-American Daly (two goals,
one assist) and Sennas (two goals,
one assist)
Morett stated that she is encouraged by her team's play this season.
"I don't feel we've been out of any
game," said Morett. "I think we can
compete on this level with nationally ranked teams such as UMass, Harvard and the University of New

Hampshire."
"They [UMass, Harvard and other
highly ranked teams] don't take us
for granted," stated Morett. She added, "BC is right on the edge of being a very good team."
"To get to the top you have to play
the best," she explained.
Morett added that she is optimistic
that BC "will continue to be a threat

In one of its most crucial games of
the season, the Boston College men's
varsity lacrosse team overcame
unseasonably cold temperatures, gusty winds and a favored, Bowdoin College last Wednesday night at Alumni Stadium, posting a needed and
well-earned 9-6 victory.
The game marked the second
outstanding team performance in as
many games, with the Eagles raising
their record to 5-4 for the season.
by
Coming off an overtime upset of
St. John's, last week, the BC laxmen
knew they could not afford a let
down.
BC 9, Bowdoin 6.
Led by junior Tim Gunning, three
Eagles tallied more than one goal.
Gunning fired in two goals and contributed immeasurably to the BC
cause as the face off man. His
quickness and timing gave the Eagles
a big advantage in the midfield.
Senior Ed Kostolansky scored
three goals and Junior Jeff Morgan
scored two goals and also had four
assists.
Although BC's offense was explosive, it was defense that made the
difference. Bowdoin brought a fast,
quick, experienced team to the
Heights. However the starting defensive unit for BC, composed of Peter
Burger, Nick Conforti, Rick Trainor
and Fran McCormick, played its best
game of the year.
"The defense played great in this
game and that's why we won," commented BC head coach Aps Kinan
by after the victory.
Kinan also praised the midfield
unit of Dennis Edwards, Jeff Lavy,
Bob Miller and Tim Donovan, explaining that they came back on
numerous occasions to help out when
Bowdoin was pressing.
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to any team we play this year."
"I'd like to see us become more
consistent game to game," she com-

mented. She added that BC's attack
needs to be more spontaneous.

\u25a1

Eagles Notes. ..BC traveled to UNH
Saturday afternoon, a contest which
Morett called "a big test for us."
Following the UNH game the Eagles
have a week off until they face Vermont this Saturday afternoon at
Alumni Stadium. On Sunday BC
travels to Hanover, New Hampshire
to face Dartmouth.

Women

's

Rugby

Because there is no championship
play in lacrosse, teams are judged
soley on their season record in the
polls. Currently ranked 10th in New
England, the Eagles are hoping to
move up higher in the rankings and
to post their first winning season in
four years.

D
I he
laxmen
lost
to
UMass/Amherst Saturday, 25-7,
dropping their record to 5-5.
Wednesday the Eagles travel to the
University of New Hampshire to
square off against the Wildcats.

Eagles Continue Spring Success
by Alison Folino

Fear not for the Ruggers ARE
back!
In Saturday's game against Brown
University BC was unstoppable as
they annihilated the Brown ruggers
30-0. The contest showcased the
talents of many fine players. Back
captain Margaret Kelleher led the

This Week at the Heights
Track and Field
April 18-21

BC Relays

Women's Tennis
Wed., April 17 at 3:30

Providence

Guzowski

During the few times that the Eagle
defense slackened, BC goalie Thomas
Hone was right on top of things, effectively shutting down the Bowdoin
offense.
"The goaltending was outstanding," said Kinan emphatically.
Along with the defensive unit and
the midfield unit, there was a third
unit which played a big part in the
win. The unit is made up of Mark
Johnson, Ken Gates, Rob Kellen and
Peter Wasmer. Nicknamed the
"Goon" squad, the unit is crucial to
BC's success. Their job is to go out
on special occasions, like face offs,
and terrorize the other team.
Characterized by a hard, agr.essive
style, they are very effective at
disrupting an opponent's rhythm.
"The 'Goon' squad is something
we are very proud of," explained
Kinan.
The first year coach was pleased
with the entire squad's performance.
Kinan explained that after somejosses
earlier in the season, the team was
down. However, with the victories
over the Redmen and Bowdoin, the
Eagles have regained their confidence, and are playing up to their
potential. "The team is really starting
to come together," said Kinan.

Eagles' scoring drive with three trys.
Rosie Gillen, Colleen Murphy and
Laura Fowler each contributed a try.
President Mary Sue Hoban commented that "this [game against
Brown] was a great example of ho\v
well we can play when we work
together as a team. There was not
stopping us out there today!"
Although the ball handling was a
little uneven in the first half of play
BC was able to come back in the second half to completely dominate the
mauls and scrums.
Yes, rugby fans the BC women's
rugby team is indeed off and running. After finishing with an
undefeated record last fall, the Eagles
kicked off their spring season against
arch-rival Boston University. The
Terriers gave BC a battle but, as
usual, the Eagles prevailed for an 8-0
triumph over BU.
Kerry Black and Ellen Herlihy, in
prime form as always, scored for the
Eagles. The Eagles returned from

spring break primed to tackle another
tough opponent.
The victim this time was Bryant
College. The Eagles completely overpowered the squad from Bryant 14-0.
BC then took time off from
regular season play for a scrimmage
against Harvard. BC certainly did
not play up to its potential and consequently suffered their first defeat
in over a year, 12-4.
After this humbling experience BC
rebounded to topple MIT in regular
season play, 12-4.
Encountering early difficulties the
Eagles allowed MIT to score within
the first few minutes of play. After
this slow start the squad rallied and
with a great team effort, led by forward captain Rosie Gillen, scored
against MIT.
The final score of the game came
on a 50 yard punt return blasted
down the field by BC speedster
Margaret Kelleher.

Spotlight

Softball
Lowell

Thursday, April 18 at 3:00

Women's Lacrosse
Vermont

Saturday, April 20 at 6:15

Baseball
Northeastern

St. John's

Wed., April 1 7 at 3:00
Saturday, April 20 at 1:00
The Blue Chips of Boston College

Rocky Daley (left), is the big bat in the Boston College baseball team's
lineup. Daley a shortstop a year ago has been switched to first base
for this season. Through twelve games, Daley is hitting .375 with four
home runs and 15 runs batted in. He has a slugging percentage of .725.
Senior Michael O'Neill (right) is 3-0 pitching for the Eagles this spring.
O'Neill, a Rhode Island native, has pitched 23 innings and has an ERA
of 4.30.
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Volleyball

BC Takes New England's
by Becky Tosado

It will not likely savor the fleeting
fame which Kotch Kirrally and his
fellow Olympians enjoyed after capturing a gold medal. Nevertheless, the
Boston College men's volleyball club
will go down in the record books as
the first Eagle team to boast a New
England men's intercollegiate Division 1 Championship.
BC defeated top ranked Northeastern at the New England men's
intercollegiate volleyball tournament April 6th at Springfield College,
after beating MIT in the semifinals
in three sets.

The Eagles had advanced to the
final tournament the previous two
years but had been denied the title.
This year, however, the team won the
tournament as BC scored on a spike
to win the final set.
"When I saw that ball hit the
ground, 1 just couldn't believe it,"
said Rene Acosta. "We've been in
there twice now and we always choke
'at that point."
Acosta and Juani Kouri were named to the tournament all-star team,
Kouri receiving Most Valuable Player
honors.
The 1984-85 Boston College men's volleyball team?New England Champions.

McDonald Claims Marathon at a Turnina Point

Mcontinued from

page 13

been attributed to Rogers, the Bostonian who captured four marathons.
The sport of running is the only one
where the average person feels he has
a legitimate chance to compete.
While the average person cannot
throw a baseball 90 miles an hour or
score 34 points in a basketball game,
he can, however, run long distances
in respectable time. This was the seed
of the boom. This concept was attractive; attractive enough to have

kicked off a running boom that has
multiplied the different styles of running shoes from four to almost
thirty.
Because of this boom, combined
with aura people felt that came with
running Boston, the BAA found it
had to put a cap on the influx of runners. Hence, the qualifying time. To
earn a number today, a male must
complete a trial marathom in 3:00.00
while a female must do a 3:30.00.
"I still firmly believe that the qualifying standard was put in because the

BAA could not handle the running
boom," says McDonald. "It is still
very clear that they do not wish to
keep up with the times in terms of
management, promotion, and
marketing."
By establishing qualifying times
the BAA is accepting only the serious
runners. The field has been greatly
diminished. No longer can the
"average" runner "officially" run
Boston. Two years after the qualifying time was enacted, in the midst of
the running boom, the interest of

New York Air
Introduces

"flutie rights?
SEE THE GENERALS TAKE OFF.

ROUNDTRIP AIRFARE, A SEATAT
GIANTS STADIUM, AND MORE!
Want to cheer for Doug Flutie, in person? Well,
cheer up. New York Air's new "Flutie Flights" cost
only $89,00. And they include roundtrip airfare from
Boston to Newark Airport. Transfers to and from Giants
Stadium. A good seat to a Sunday Generals' game. And
a chance to see Doug Flutie in action, in person.
This special offer... worth over $130... is available only on New York Air.
But make your reservations early. A deal like
this is too good to pass up.

making the qualifying time grew immensely. But observers see that as the
boom has declined, so too, has the
number of applicants interested in
running an official marathon.
The New York Marathon is the opposite of Boston. New York doesn't
require a qualifying time and at the
same timeoffers a purse of $273,000.
Last year's field was over 16,000. The
Boston Marathon is the only race,
other than the Olympics, that
employs a qualifying time.
"In no way am I trying to make
Boston a race run for professionals,"
explained McDonald, "but rather a
race run by professionals... They're
(BAA) amateur and they're only taking professional runners, those who
are good enough to qualify."
Another frequently cited problem
lies in excessive alcohol consumption.
A major contributor to this problem
has been the lowering of the drinking age. Ten years ago the age was
21 but shortly thereafter was lowered
to 18.
"In the past days the running
boom brought more and more spectators," said McDonald. "It was
much more of an athletic event than
a social one." But today, when one
thinks of the Boston Marathon,
alcohol and tailgaiting come to mind.
"There's nothing wrong with
tailgaiting," asserts McDonald, who
pointed to the football games as a
good example of controlled
"But this isn't controlled
tailgating? It's a 26 mile long party." And with this 26 mile long party comes the problem of crowd control.'Past marathons, particularly in
recent years, have had people littering the streets and obstructing
runners.
But changes have been made to
control the crowds. Last year was the
first year kegs were banned along the
marathon route. The ruling by the
BAA came in the wake of the party
atmosphere of the marathon and the
fact that two years ago a runner was
handed a cup of vodka down at

Cleveland Circle.
In spite of the abolishment of kegs
and open containers, McDonald
ascertains the marathon is "becoming less of a world class sporting
event and more of a social event.
Sullivan Stadium is a perfect example of a social event." Sullivan
Stadium became such a perfect example that the Stadium had to start selling light alcohol beer to reduce
rowdyism that became present at
each New England Patriot home
game.
McDonald suggests that the race be
moved to Sunday when all liquor
stores are closed. "Something has to
change before we get a giant
tailgating party on Commonwealth
Aye," cautions McDonald.
Changes that could catapult,
Boston to be the front runner of
marathons again would be to obtain
a network contract, a contract the
New York marathon has. However,,
if this were to happen, money would
be brought in and this, to the BAA,
would tarnish the amateur status of
the race. "But," says McDonald,
"who wouldn't want to see the
Boston Marathon. The additional
money would allow the BAA to get
more police to better control the
crowds."
Another change McDonald supports would be to move the starting
time to 10 am. The reason is selfevident. A noon starting time puts the
runners under the hottest sun of the
day. Any runner would agree that a
10 am start would be to their advantage. Says McDonald, "A marathon
should be in the morning. It's a proper time."
"This year will be the turning point
in the Boston Marathon. It will either
be the beginning of growth in the
status as the best in the world or the
Boston Marathon will become just an
average marathon. The people of
Boston deserve what they once hadwhen the best distance runners in the
world would always run here," concluded McDonald.

The Shoe Bootioue
(Men and Women)

Melissa
in black and beige

$32.95

~

GENERALS' REMAINING SUNDAY HOME GAMES:
April 14 vs. Portland
May 12 vs. Baltimore
June 23 vs. Birmingham

COMPARE cSNEWYQRKAH^Ip^
THE BEST SEAT IN TOWN.
CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR

800 824-4109

=^^*^H

"

1237 Commonwealth Aye., Allston
(right next to Macy's Liquor Store)

254-3838
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ixit Interview Sessions are Scheduled Daily:
More Hall
9:30 am
10:30 am
11:30 am
Roberts Lounge
April 16-19
2:00 pm
Room 330
3:00 pm

Acquainted Special! j
\u25a0 Complete GYN Exam

|

MA. 332~78Z3

Loan Regulations Require You Attend an
Exit Interview Prior to Graduation to

Evening hours.
St.,
1297 Beacon
Brookline, MA 02146
(at Coolidge Corner)
tees.

PAP Smear
Birth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle
of Birth Control Pills

I

.

I

$45.00
?

i

You need attend only one of these sessions.
you have any questions contact the
Student Loan Office in More Hall 302, 552-3500.
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Important Notice to
All Graduating Students
with National Direct/Nursing
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reproductive medicine.
Because with some matters
it's privacy that counts.
Free Pregnancy Testing
Birth Control
Premenstrual Syndrome
Giving private care for less
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deserve the best?
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Commentary

Does Generic Dress Lead to Generic Thought?
by Steven Lipin

There's a growing problem on college campuses, and BC in particular,
that cannot be ignored and will not
go away; I find a greater number of
people look the same, dress the same,
and have similar goals; and this
homogeneity can only lead one to a
more apocalyptic view that we might
all think the same.
I'm sure no one (or very few) goes
out shopping or glances through their
wardrobe intentionally wanting to
look like someone else; it's not
anyone in particular?it's just the
look they're after. Oh, you know it
all too well. It's the khaki pants, LL
Bean (who's a demigod to this crowd)

tions. Not only are we homogeneous,
we're androgynous.
And in ladies' apparel, how 'bout
those straw baskets that that
everyone has who had the
warehouse sale? There are thousands
of those suckers around. And the
haircuts: girls have bobs, boys' hair
is cropped short and neat. Why do
I feel like I'm in a fifties movie?

shoes, either no socks or gray wool
ones, wrinkled Oxford Shirt under a
white-dotted blue sweater(://emost
popular garment on campus), topped
off with a dungaree jacket with the
collar turned up. Combined with
Vuarnets or Ray Bans (or imitations
thereof) replete with neckstrap, this
typical BC student is prepared for
any potential preppie crisis.
Of course, there are variations of
this generic preppie. The Oxford
shirt/sweater combo can disappear,
and in its place can emerge the everpopular sleeveless sweater with a
white t-shirt, or the turtleneck/collared shirt/sweater routine. And
these styles are not confined lo single
sexes; both sexes wear these varia-

?

I don't want to come down too
hard on BC, for you'll see this
phenomenon on many college campuses, nor would I suggest the problem of homogeneity is limited to
universities. Our mass culture induces
individuals to become part of the in
trend, and condones, a conformity
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All-Bright Realty
has the largest selection of apartments
available to BC students. Off-campus
apartments are currently the living source
for most upperclassmen and virtually all
grad students. Our selection varies from
modest apartments at prices below BC
housing to luxury residences and condominiums, for the more discriminating.
May-August, especially July will be the
prime times to rent September apartments. A wide selection of June apartments is currently available.

S Deans Office

Gasson 109

lor $50 off
placement tee!
(expires August 31, 1985)
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The opportunities are as varied as today's technology: fields like electronics, engineering,
inventory control and purchasing, personnel
administration and systems analysis.

NASSAU COMMUNITY
COLLEGE
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In a civilian job, it could take years. As a Navy officer,
after 4 months of technical and leadership training,
you're in charge with all the responsibility and
respect you deserve.
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'
outstanding benefits package: 30 days' paid
vacation earned each year, medical and dental
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1247 Commonwealth Aye.
Allston, MA 02134
\u25a0 783-9151

SUMMER SESSIONS at

Get The Responsibility
\bu've Earned.
After you get your degree, get management responsibility
and immediate decision-making authority.

Orwellian to walk into a a party
where everyone is wearing the same
thing.
We aTe getting to a point where we
define our social relations in terms of
clothes, and this is disturbing. If
society can shape what we buy and
emulate, can it not also shape what
we think? And if it can shape what
we think, is that not thought control?
What are out alternatives? To start
with, I propose a giant Bon Fire on
the Dustbowl where we can all bring
our argile socks, Bean jackets, green
and pink cordorouy pants,
monogramed sweaters, and other
preppie paraphernelia and torch it
once and for all. This includes all the
straw baskets, all trendy sunglasses
(and neckstraps), and those ugly
Bean blucher shoes.
For kindling, let's pile high all the
Bean catalogues on campus. Selfproclaimed ex-preppies can speak on
how they broke the habit, and we can
burn an effigy of Lisa Birnbach.
Better do it now before we lose the
ability to recognize each other.

Looking for a place
to live?

Announcements
and Instructions
for Commencement are now ready
in the A

that is dangerous to everyone's
individuality.
You see it in popular magazines
and television. Can anyone tell the
difference between Matt Houston
and Magnum PI? Between Dynasty
and Dallas? Between People and National Enquirer? We joke about what
schlock is printed in the National Enquirer, and then watch schlocky
Entertainment Tonight. No difference. Let's hope what we watch
and read is not what we emulate. I
realize people watch these shows as
a kind of fantasy that lets us escape
the real world, but we've sure picked some winners.
It's so easy to be like others, to
dress like others, because it gives us
a sense of connection: ties to each
other that give us security and stabilty
in an age of uncertainty. At the same
time, do you ever feel you're but a
millipreppie in the greater scheme of
Preppiness? I remember going to a
party last year where two other guys
had the same rugby shirt on as I, and
I felt pretty stupid. It's a bit
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The requirements are simple: You must have a BS or BA, be no more
than 27 years of age, pass aptitude and physical examinations,
qualify for security clearance and be a U.S. citizen.
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If you're interested in this kind of responsibility, call the Naval
Management Programs Office:

MiUßri

Campus Visit on 18 APR
LT BROWNELL
Navy Recruiting District
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02210

Tele: (617) 223-0222/4024

Get Responsibility Fast.
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COLLEGE
City,
Garden

N.Y. 11530
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WZBC Offers a Cornucopia of Musical Sounds
by Jean McMillan

"Hello, Yeah, you want to hear
the Angry Somoans? OK, I have a lot
of requests, but I'll try to play it."
This is a request which probably
would not be heard on WBCN or
KISS 108, but it is not an unusual occurance on Boston College's own
WZBC (90.3 FM). However, many
people are unaware of the range and
variety of ZBC's programming.
Depending on the time, listeners can
hear anything from bluegrass to
reggae.
According to Programming Director Peter Connolly, who has been at
the station for five years, the shows
"keep variety without giving up consistency." The consistency is provided by the "Modern Rock" (progressive rock music) played during
the weekdays from 9:00 am to 5:00
pm and the "No Commericial Potential" program (NCP) featured week
nights. Also, "Morning Line," a
news and music program which airs
each morning from 7:30 to 9:00.
Squeezed between the two blocks,
are hour shows in which the Irish
Society, the BC Theatre, and the
Holistic Community are given an opportunity to talk to the listeners. The
other remaining hours include
"Sports Tonight," "Hispanic
Hour," and "Straight Ahead"?a
hardcore/heavy metal show.
On the weekends, the format

Grade
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assistance to five such students, and
others are likely to study at Harvard
under separate auspices or different
programs," said Bok recently.
The battle between divestment and
some form of constructive corporate
engagement is not where the answer
lies, according to Fein. "1 think it's
really up to the government to make
any real change happen," he said.
"The effect of shareholders is considerably less than that of our
government."
But for many, protests against
apartheid and legislation calling for
disinvestment may be the only
choices Americans have in effecting
some change in the present situation
in South Africa.
"I think it is very healthy for
Americans, (especially students) to
express their concern about what's
going on in South Africa," said Fein
regarding the number of protests taking place at Harvard and elsewhere.
"We can't relax about informing
the American public," he said.
"There's been a lot of publicity
recently, and appropriately so. We
must draw attention to one of the
world's greatest evils."

becomes more diversified. For those
who were out gallavanting Friday
night and are not quite ready for
hardcore Saturday morning, there is
the "Saturday Morning Show."
Describing the program, Connolly
said it is sort of "avant-garde dentist music," with no vocals and very
little percussions.
Later during the day, ZBC features
a reggae show, "Steppers' Posse,"
followed by "Carribean Safari,"
which is devoted to public affairs and
music in three languages, French,
Creole, and English.
Sundays commence with "Watercolors," a light jazz show arid then
"Sunday Morning Country," a
popular bluegrass and folk show, according to Connolly.
Fans of the 60's may want to tune
in at 2 pm for "The Inner Light,"
which offers a wide-variety of tunes
from the 19605, said disc jockey Lou
Cioci. The "Z Club," completes the
day at 10 pm with rhythm and blues.
Connolly stated WZBC has had
this basic format for several years.
They began "Modern Rock" in the
fall of 1980. Within the past few
years, other radio stations began
picking up on ZBC's success, claimed Connolly.
Connolly maintained WZBC has
gained international recogniton.
They were mentioned in a British
magazine and have contacts in
Canada and Europe. He also said

listeners call in from Manchester,
New Hampshire; Cape Cod; and
Worcester. The audience has grown
steadily during the past few years,
evidenced by the increasing number
of phone calls received at the station,
stated Connolly.
"It's [programming] not a
haphazard thing," said Connol 1
ly,"There is an idea and strategy
behind it and a purpose for doing it."
The Program Director explained they
take some inside radio tricks from the
commercial radio stations, but-adapt
it to their format.

The purpose of playing this alternative music is "not only to cater to
people who already like this sort of
music, but to expose it to people who
are unfamilar with it," commented
Connolly.
It is "mass marketing of a nonmass market," he remarked.
The "No Commercial Potential"
program each weeknight is less structured and may be composed of jazz,
folk, or classical music. Each show
is
its own name by the disc
jockey.
"There's a lot of music out'there

that would not get any airplay
anywhere else," he remarked.
Promotions at WZBC have also
been stepped up this year with several
shows at Spit and Down Under,
along with promotional give-aways
of records and free passes to shows
in Boston. Connolly explained that
since the station is. non-commercial,
it is prohibited from taking money,
but instead engages in exhange of
promotions.
"ZBC, what can I play for you?
Jesus and Mary Chain. OK, Thanks
for the call."
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qualify and leave a deposit.
What's more Avis has low daily. weekly and weekend rates
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overnight rates. And every
Avis rental includes unlimited
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ivisfea ures GM cars.
Chevy Celebrity.
If you're at least eighteen
years old, -with college 1.D., a
major credit card and a
driver s license, Avis will be
happy to rent a car to you. No
credit card? You're still okay
at Avis if you're at least 19
with college I.D. and can cash
j-.
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So the next time you need a
car, put the quality and service
Avis l ° work for y° u
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u Avis *
harder
?
students,
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This offer limited to rentals at
our Wrist Newton, Washington
Street location only. For infor*
mation and reservations, stop
in or call Avis:

969-5 SSO

\219 Washington St
West Newton, MA
969-5550
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PICKUP
A PARTY

Harvard
Mcontimtedfrom page 7

"I'm sure the steam comes from
the students' desire to get their grades
sooner," Neenan said. "I'm sure
that's the basis for it. I'm also sure
there are a lot of professors and
students who don't know about the
law."
Associate Dean of Faculties Robert
Newton, who has been working on
the revised version of the faculty
handbook, said that there are currently no plans to include a statement
about posting grades in the new
handbook.
It may not be until a student complains about having his grade posted
or ahput a paper being stolen from
a box outside a professor's office that
action is taken to stop the practice.
Until then, posting grades probably
will continue to go on.
"There are a lot of things that are
bad practices," Neenan explained.
"For instance, I send a letter to faculty telling them not to give exams out
of the exam periods. There are a lot
of rules I focus on and things I can't
tolerate. But I haven't heard about
posting grades as a problem."
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Once again athletes from around the world will invade Commonwealth
A venue today for the annual running of the Boston Marathon. Considered
for many years the most prestigious of all Marathons, Boston has been
the subject of heated debate during the past several years. Numerous wßrnZ
members of the racing community and media have charged the race's %
governing body, the Boston Athletic Association (BAA), with lowering the
/eve/ of competition because of inadequate facilities and its refusal to offer pr/ze money to world class runners.
Yet, throughout all of the recent controversy, Boston has somehow JiljU
VU
remained the most traditional and attractive of all marathons.
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Because if you're a senior, all you need
is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job.

entertaining. And to entertain yourself,
you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for
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a lot of ways as you graduate.
help you be ready for busican
The Card

(And even if you don't have a job right
The Card can also help you establish
now, don't worry. This offer is still good for
your credit history, which can help in
your future.
12 months after you graduate.) Why is
American Express making the Card a
So call 1-800-528-4800and ask to have
little easier for seniors to get? C"T~
a Special Student Application sent
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Services for Blacks Unequal Under Apartheid
homelands but

all aspects of the homelands and

arranged emloyment or housing.
Therefore, many blacks become
migrant workers who travel to white
farms, mines, and factories in search
of jobs. If work is not found within
three days an individual is arrested
and returned to the homeland.
Blacks cannot fight apartheid
politically because they have no
representation in the South African
Parliament. The only political power
given to blacks is within the

11/2

most blacks disdain

& 1/4

rebuke any political action within the
homelands. The leading black opposition to apartheid is the African
National Congress (ANC). The ANC
calls for the desegregation of South
Africa and universal suffrage with
proportionalrepresentation in parliament. In recent years the ANC and
other black groups have become increasingly violent.
The practical effects of apartheid

KEGSjj

1

AT COST!!

I

9

Volga Vodka

H

severe. Economically, black
migrant workers and ghetto dwellers
provide cheap labor for gold and diamond mines, factories, and farms.
While the whiteAfrikaan standard of
living is one of the highest in the
world, the average black standard is
below the poverty level.
There is disparity in education as
well. Money for schools is appropriated according to race. Black
are

,

Mcontinued from page 6
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white schools.
South African health sevices are
also disparate. There are four
medical schools for whites, and only
one for blacks. Black doctors cannot
attain positions in hospitals superior
to white doctors. White hospitals offer modern facilities while black
hospitals represent the most archaic

conditions. As a result, diseases virtually unknown to whites are rampant among blacks, and the infant
death rate among blacks is 40 times
that among whites.
Apartheid in South Africa
establishes racial discrimination and
tensions which most observers believe
will eventually erupt in civil war
unless the ANP passes drastic legislation in accordance with demands of
such groups as ANC.
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taxes provide only for black schools
and white taxes provide only for
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UMass/Boston's summer program is one of the
most popular in NewEngland. With over 350 classes
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Police
by Paul Stapleton

April 1
In the morning an unknown party
dismantled the toilet partitions on the
third floor of Roncalli hall. No
evidence remained except an April
Fool's note.
At 9 am a gold 1981 Pontiac was
stolen from the Edmond's parking
lot.
At 8 am BC Police and Newton
Fire responded'to a fire alarm in
Cushing Hall. A faulty smoke detector hatl activated the alarm.

At 10:30 am a student fainted in
class and lost consciousness when his
head hit the floor. BC Police contacted Newton Rescue who
transported the student to Newton
Wellesley Hospital.
At 4 pm Bostqn Fire and Newton
Police hastened to respond to an activated smoke alarm in Walsh Hall.
Heavy kitchen smoke had activated
the alarm.
At 11:30 pm angry pyramid losers
confessed to BC Police.
April 2
At 12:30 am, students spray pain-
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April 5
At 1 am there was a loud party in

At 9 am a report was filed of ceiling, tile and wall damage in
Edmonds.
At 12:30 am the McElroy Bay
Banks machine was vandalized.
April 6
At 5 am a water fight broke out in
Walsh Hall, causing dorm damage.
At 2:30 pm BC Police confiscated
a motorcycle because of its bad condition and lack of ownership
verification.
April 7
At 11:30 pm another Fenwick resident could not open his door because
his lock had been vandalized.
Workers wereTiired to open the door.
Meanwhile, the resident was

Or* Coupon Per Person

One Coupon Per Person

**

"

At 12:30 am a student drove a car
over the grass in the area of the
Modular Apartments. He was apprehended by pursuing BC Police.
At 2 am a student tumbled down
the Middle Campus steps. The student suffered knee injuries. BC
Police took the victim to St.
Elizabeth's hospital for examination.
At 12:15 pm the BC Police filed a
report on a pocketbook which was
turned in to an officer.
At 1 pm a visitor's vehicle was
vandalized.
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campus was ruined by vandals.
At 9 am two Townhouse roommates were caught fighting. BC
Police were notified.
At 12:30 a racquetball player
received head injuries in the Recreation Complex. BC Police rushed the
victim to St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
At 3 pm Boston Fire and BC Police
responded to Walsh Hall for an
alarm activated by another faulty
smoke detector.
At 11 pm students activated an
emergency call box.
April 4
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ting the dustbowl walkway were
nabbed by BC Police.
At 4 am a worker in the Theatre
Arts Center activated the alarm
system when he accidentally hit a heat
detector. He notified BC Police and
neither Newton nor Boston fire
responded.
At 6:30 pm an erratic driver weaved his way through Lower Campus.
At 7:20 pm an assault and battery
was committed in Walsh Hall. The
BC Police were notified.
April 3
At 7 am the paint job of a car on
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i

Blotter

relocated.

I

April 8
At 8 am the foot .of a Walsh Hall
employee was run over by a 1,000
pound machine. The victim was
taken to St. Elizabeth's.
At 10 am an electrician in McElroy
accidentally cut the wire to a fire
alarm, activating it. Newton Fire and
BC Police responded to find no fire
and returned to their posts. At 10:35
am the same electrician again cut the
wire to the fire alarm, again activating it. Newton Fire and BC
Police responded to find no fire.
Newton Fire and BC Police returned to their posts, but the alarm was
switched to a street box.
At 9 pm suspicious persons were
observed on the Lower and Middle
campus.
At 10 pm BC Police on routine
patrol observed a student discharging Hillside A and B fire-extinguishers. The student was.ndentified and escorted out of the
building.

Caldicott
Ucontinued from page 2
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years of her life to speaking out
against the dangers of the nuclear industry, remarked "I'm personally
tired." Urging others to do their part,
Caldicott stated people did not have
further than
to
look any
Massachusetts' Route 128 to find industries contributing to the nuclear
industry. It is an "issue of preventative medicine," said Caldicott.
During the question and answer
period, Caldicott described her visit
with President Reagan after being invited by his daughter Patty to speak
to him.
"I don't hate the President, he's
a nice guy, but he's inappropriateto
be in the White House," she stated,
claiming the President was "inaccurate" in the numbers he quoted to
her. Caldicott said she found the
President "extremely ignorant about
the issues."
Referring to the President's "stars
wars" plan, Calicott said she spoke
to one of the personnel involved in
the project who remarked "None of
these systems will work."
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Adventures in The Fortune Telling Trade
by Lauren Leja
"My one wish is for peace and harmony for
the universe," he proclaimed. A large, powerful man dressed in black, Thomas Frederick is
hardly the stereotypical "prophet of doom".
Other psychics I've gone to live in dreary
Kenmore Square apartments with dozens of
cats terrorizing the babies littering the floor,
and hold their sessions in closets filled with
candles, icons, and more candles. Frederick
and offers
operates from his homey
his guests juice, while his pleasant wife entertains in the living room.
Frederick believes that while all people have
intuitive and instinctual abilities, there are a few
individuals who work to fully understand and
harness their psychic talents. What differentiates Frederick from many psychics is his attitude towards his gift. Instead of simply
threatening his clients with warnings of death
and doomsday, he believes his mission is to help
others. Previously a health-care professional
he now dedicates his time to aiding others with
more emotional and mental difficulties, such
as realizing their own capabilities, as well as offering advice in connection with possible personal shortcomings.
My own meeting with Frederick was far from
a doom and gloom session. Dragging my friend
Meg along, I went to Frederick's Boston basement apartment. After a brief biographical
discussion in the living room, I went with the
psychic into the kitchen, while the charming
and shy Mrs. Frederick entertained Meg.
Subtle, atmospheric music gently filtered
through the kitchen. I was told the music was
to relax both of us and allow "thoughts and
vibrations to flow freely." The music sounded like water tumbling and gurgling and it succeeded in relaxing me. I shuffled a deck of ordinary cards to "transfer my energy into
them." We chatted, he chain smoked and I filled my head with ambivalent thoughts in case
he could read my mind. He laid out the cards
in different formations. The numbers, suits,
and face cards could transmit information
about me:
Who is Mark? I see him in opposing force
to you.
Mark is my bestfriend's boyfriend. He is the
worst; his idea of fun is going to the drag races
at Riverside Park. The two of us do not get
along at all.
What does Paris mean to you?
I was there this summer on vacation.
No, no, no. I see more than that. I see a
young man involved. A man with lots of letters and books.
An ex of mine moved to Paris last year and
he wrote me millions of letters. He was a
philosophy and art major, which may explain
the books.
Who is pregnant?
What?

Someone you know is pregnant. She may not
even know yet.
Well, I know who it's not, at least.
He bombards me with a few more questions,
and smokes another cigarette while I shuffle a
deck of Egyptian Tarot cards. Frederick attempted to explain his affinity with Egyptian
lore and magic. "There is a special attraction
and interaction between myself and the ancient
Egyptian culture. Using Eygptian tools seems
to help my abilities. I surround myself with
their energy." The small apartment is indeed
filled with colorful busts of Gods, Nefertiti, and
an ankh. Spooky Egyptian eyes peer out at me.
The Tarot cards are placed in a special formation, in which each position signifies the
relevance of the card's symbolism to a certain
time or aspect of the client's life:
I see many difficulties in your past, though
generally speaking your last five years have
been quite uneventful.
This is true. But I wouldn't say uneventful,
I'd say BORING.
Presently, your life seems to be at a turning
point, with many questions starting to be pos-

Ed to you. You will soon be expected to work
up to your potential.
In the future, I see a great success for you
in the arts, specifically the written arts, and
perhaps the visual arts as well. You will travel
quite a bit, and 1 see Italy as a major part of
your life.
Great, great, great, but what about
romance? 1 need some major scandal in my life.
The cards show" a somewhat turbulant and
disappointing romantic past, but the future
holds much happiness for you. Your mate
seems to be an older man, possibly a musician.
But it seems to be no one you currently know,
but someone you will soon meet. A man from
your past will reappear, but stay away from
him, because he is involved with a young girl.
This evil guy could be none other than
Dawn's brother, the irresistable known-felon,
who is dating a jail-bait-agehigh school student and aspiring cosmotologist.
An eventual marriage is the far-off future,
as well as two pregnancies.
Me with two kids?!
Two pregnancies, not necessarily two kids.

We're both adults here, honey. But I believe
that you'll welcome them. You have an interesting and instinctive interaction with

children.
Yeah, I can't deal with them. Do the kids
think that's interesting?
Oh no, kids are intrigued by you, though you
don't realize it. 1 even see you working for
children; perhaps a children's book, or
something of that sort.
After another 20 minutes with the Egyptian
cards, Thomas gave me another deck of cards
to shuffle with instructions to concentrate on
several questions. While I shuffled, he flipped
the water cassette and had a cigarette. He
chastised me when I allowed my mind to
wander. "Concentrate on that," or "You
already learned about that, think of something
different," he would tell me, though I was silent
as I shuffled the cards. Ooh, this is getting

spooky.
He picked some lucky numbers out for me,
then did a few things on an astrological computer (from Coleco, so I was skeptical).
Thomas had grabbed it from the shelf and asked me to touch it before he turned it on. It immediately lit up. "It's amazing! This hasn't
worked in a month, but it started to work when
you touched it. It's freaky. I can't believe it!"
The computer was too hokey for me, and soon
we moved on to different things like palmistry.
Then I handed him a letter and asked him
if, touching it, he received any vibrations from
it. Instantaneously, he correctly told me the letter was from an intensely troubled friend, that
was asking for my advice on an important decision. He then warned me to try to remain
removed from the problems of others, because
I was only aggravating myself. What, me stop
being a shrink?
My session ended with a few more comments
and a few questions were resolved. Basically,
I was impressed by the sincerity of Thomas and
many of his comments were valid, though some
were quite ambiguous and could have applied
to any human being ("Sometimes you are in
conflict with others"). Others were so specific
that they would have been either risky guessesor products of a true psychic. How else could
anyone possible guess that I had a horse with
a name that doesn't suit it, or that I don't
believe in organized religion? Among his
faithful clients are entertainers Dionne Warwick and Cher, which may substantiate his
claim in possessing psychic abilities.
Thomas' specialities include palmistry, r rd
readings, tarot card readings, smoke, oil and
water, computerized astrology forecasts, and
an all-encompassing psychic reading. Prices
tend to be expensive, but student discounts are
available. Located nearby on Commonwealth
Avenue, Thomas Frederick can be reached at
739-6472 for more information.

Disney's 'Fantasia' Surpasses All Superlatives
Walt Disney's Fantasia is playing at the Sack
Charles and General Cinema Chestnut Hill.
by Robert Guillemin

Fantasia, the quintessential marriage of
animation and music is reappearing with a new
digitally recorded sound track. The new production is dedicated as a lasting tribute to the
late Leopold Stokowski who arranged and conducted the original sound track. Two-time
Academy Award winner ( West Side Story, The
Sound of Music) Irwin Kostal was chosen to
create a new score for Fantasia based on the
original. "Stakowski's freedom became my
straightjacket" explained Kostal. "Fantasia required literally every bit of background and
training I've had."
The production of the new soundtrack also
required extra ordinary effort. The largest
group of muscians ever brought together for
a studio performance (125 hand-picked musicians) and 42 hours of recording created a
sound track that is both faithful to Stakowski's
original work and in keeping with the film's
reputation.
Wall Disney planned a musical cartoon as
a vehicle for Micky Mouse (whose popularity
was waning) as far back as 1938. After Snow
White (1937) Walt realized that he had to set

a new standard of excellence in the cartoon
medium? synchronizing sound and animation.
No longer could he produce shorts on music
that did not measure up to the quality of his
animation. Paul Duka's famous piece "The
Sorcerer's Apprentice" was consequently
chosen as the music for Micky's next appearence. This project was accepted with such
enthusiasm that other monumental works of
classical music were added to the production.
Eventually this evolved into a full-length
feature, considered by many critics a*s Disney's
single most stunning acheivement.
Originally released in 1940, Fantasia took
over three years and a thousand people to
make. At the end of the production it was
discovered that over a million separate drawings had been used to bring eight classical works
of music to life. Selections were taken from
Tchaikovsky, Bach, Stravinsky, Beethoven,
Ponchielli, Moussorgsky, Schubert and Dukas.
In the "Sorcerers Apprentice" sequence
Micky is confronted by thousands of water fetching brooms. This combination of art and
music sums up the spirit of the film and is the
most .well known sequence.
"Dance of the Hours," by Amilcare Ponchielli, is another outstanding piece. A cast of
hilarious ostridges, hippos, elephants, and
alligators clad in leotards and tutus perform a

ballet in a formal garden. These marvelous
beasts captivate the audience with their pirouettes, leaps and comic grace.
45 years after its first release and 19 years
after the death of Walt Disney, Fantasia'?,

popularity remains undiminished. Kostal's new
soundtrack gives this classic film a certain
freshness but its real strength lies in the amazing creativity and technical excellence found in
the animation.

Chernabog, lord of evil and death. From Fantasia
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Chick Corea?Jazz Genius, Musical Magician
by Mary Ann Manoli

Chick Corea returned to his native Boston
recently to participate in the Boston Globe Jazz
Festival. He gave two performances at the
Berklee Performance Center before full capacity audiences. At the conclusion of each, Corea's fans demanded his return to the stage with
enough applause for several curtain calls.
Vibraphonist Gary Burton joined Corea on
stage for both shows. All of the complex
musical compositions were written by Corea.
The Droeram consisted of solqs. by Corea and
Burton, and synchronized duets which seemed
guided by some telepathic communication.
Corea profoundlyMisplayed the obvious fact
that he had conquered the piano: his fingers
moved along the ivory with the swiftness and
precision of a magician. A piece from his
newest, recently released album Children's
Songs was so artistically orchestrated it became
a vivid venture into the world of children. Corea confessed during a recent interview: "It took
me twelve years to write that particular album."
Corea's appeal is his originality and innovative expertise in jazz for which he has been
awarded several Grammy Awards. Yet, there
is another groove to Corea's multi-faceted
talent: he is considered to be a superb classical
musician. Of particular proof and fame is his
Mozart album released in 1984, Mozart-Double
Concerto-Corea/Gulda. In this album, Corea
teamed up with Germany's concert pianist,
Friedrich Gulda.
When asked if classical music is a new direction for him, Corea replied: "I consider it an
expansion to my music rather than a new direction." He explained how he became involved
with Gulda and Mozart: "I was performing at
the Munich Music Festival and had the opportunity to listen to Gulda's piece. He was playing a particularly beautiful piece. Later, I asked him about the music, and he told me it was
Mozart. Gulda then asked me if 1 would be in-

terested in joining him sometime in a duet. He
offered to send me the musical score if I was
interested. I agreed. We made arrangements to
meet, and we cut the album."
Critics have praised Corea's rendition of
selections of Beethoven. While in Greece, Corea
joined Greek symphony conductor Nicolas
Economou in a classical production which
resulted in an album, relesased in 1982: On Two
Pianos.

high chair and listening to hours of recordings.
My father (Armando, also a musician/composer) would always bring the guys home after
a gig and my mother would always cook for
the whole gang. Naturally, there was constant
talk about music." Corea credits his parents,
particularly his father, whom he describes as
"a kind, sweet, gentle, angel of a man." for
his motivation and encouragement.
Corea attended Columbia University and
Julliard School of Music. He confessed that he
never completed studies at either. "...I was
never classroom oriented. I found myself
gravitating to where the musicians were. I
wanted to be where people were making
music."
Chick Corea has been "making music" for
most of his 40 years. During his early years,
he performed with his father at local clubs. At
17, he went to New York, and his musical expertise was recognized as he was invited to per-

form with Stan Getz, Miles Davis, John Coltrane, Herbie Mann, Dizzie Gillispee, and

Chic Corea
Corea has brought his unique musical style
all over the world. In Japan, he performs by
demand several times each year. Even Russians
have heard Corea's music. He did a tour in the
Soviet Union at the request of the State Department. Presidents Carter and Reagan have invited Corea to play at the White House to perform before visiting heads of state.
Corea admits that he always loves to come
home to Boston and considers himself "born
and bred in Chelsea, Massachusetts. I enjoy
seeing old friends and former classmates," Corea said. He recently celebrated his 1959 Chelsea
High School reunion with them.
Chick Corea has been playing since the age
of three. His earliest recollections are of being
surrounded by music. "I remember being in my

Mask. A Martin Starger Production.
Directed by Peter Bogdanovich. Starring Cher
and Eric Stoltz. At Sack Copley Place.

by Alison Coppola
Remember the days when Cher stood
alongside Sonny swinging her waist-long hair
and singing melodiously, "I've Got You
Babe?" Back in the 1970's it seemed all that
Cher needed was her music, a stage, and Sonny.
Ten years later, Cher has put down her

Sundry Reviews and Music Bits
How Will the Wolf Survive?, the latest
release by Los Lobos, is influenced by many
of the same "American root music" values that
fellow Californians X and The Blasters have
been championing. Los Lobos add another ingredient to The Blasters mix of country,
rockabilly and blues?Mexican folk music.
Cutting its chops playing Mexican
restaurants and Bar Mitzvahs in and around
their East LA neighborhood, Los Lobos quickly tired of the club scene and proceeded to
spend five years studying traditional Mexican
folk instruments. Unlike Santana, who uses
latin rhythms to fuel his brand of rock, Los
Lobos does the opposite by taking Mexican folk
melodies and combining them with the driving
rhythms of rock.
To suggest that Los Lobos' music is simply
a hybrid of rock and Mexican folk would be
<o shortchange the enormous stylistic range of
this band. Their songs contain snatches of
country, a little bit of Louisiana zydeco, Mexican folk, and the lean, elastic groove of
rockabilly.
"Don't Worry Baby" starts the album on a
hip-shaking, head-bobbing romp. It features a
guitar sofo that explodes out the speakers, and
singer Cesar Rosas' suitably growled vocal. "A
Matter of Time" has an easygoing melody that
fits well with the plaintive voice of lead singer
David Hidalgo. Hidalgo's voice, with its highpitched, yearning, soulful quality, sounds a lot
like Stevie Winwood with a Spanish inflection.
"Corrida -l"is a Mexican flavored footstomper, driven by the zydeco rhythms of a
careening accordion solo."Our Last Night" has
a clean picked country sound, beautiful steelguitar, and a nice lilting melody that blends
with south of the border sounds. "Evangeline"
is an uptempo rocker, with a clean, uncluttered
sound, proving that less can be more. "LilKing
of Everything" is an acoustic guitar instrumental that shows the band's mystery of traditional
Mexican instruments and musical forms.
The album closes fittingly with the emotionally charged title cut."Will The Wolf Survive" is a Springsteen-like saga of the work-aday man's fight for survival in a hostile world,
told in symbolic "Lone Wolf" imagery;
"Through the chill of winter/running across a
frozen lake/hunters hot on his trail/all odds are
against him/with a family to provide for/will
the wolf survive." The tick-tock heartbeat
rhythms combine with fluid guitar work to
make this a poignant song about the struggle
of the American family. The song is also a
theme for a band that defines success on its own
terms by virtue of the idiosyncratic style of
music they record for their independent label.
Hopefully these wolves won't become
extinct.

by S. Michael Benedict

Obviously, Chick Corea has practiced his advice. He has established an honored and
respected place in the arts. Bravo maestro!
Bravo!

Cher Leaves Sonny Behind
And Shows Her Potential

Music

by Stephen Dalton

others. Among Corea's favorite musicians are
jazz greats Charlie Parker and Horace Silver.
In the early '70s, Corea formed his jazz fusion group "Return to Forever." When ask
about the origin of this rather etheral name for
a jazz ensemble, Corea replied, "At the time,
I was thinking that man must eventuallyreturn
to his basic nature: his spirit. Thus, he becomes
the master of time, not the prisoner of time."
Corea advises new artists with enthusiasm
and warning: "Talent is not simply a gift. It
must be nurtured and cultivated by a strong
desire to be the very best. You must have confidence in yourself and what you do. You must
keep striving for what you want; be tenacious.
People are afraid to try new ideas; you must
convince them. Success is never easy to attain.
It is achieved only after extremely hard work,
dedication, and sacrifice."

by Stephen Dalton

Vulture Culture- The Alan Parsons Project
Reggae's impact is very insidious. Only with
With this album, The Alan Parsons Project repeated listenings does the listener move belowjoins Dire Straits and the Psychedelic Furs as the hypnotic rhythms of the surface to the
one of the most underrated bands of the 1980s. powerful message contained in the lyrics. JefThe group does not get the publicity it deserves frey Morgan by ÜB4O is different from many
because they don't tour or grant interviews, and reggae albums because the vocals are mixed
that's a shame. Vulture Culture is a fine album, more to the front, resulting in more intelligilayered and streamlined to near-perfection. The ble songs. This is good because ÜB4O has plenty
lyrics get right to the heart of human relationto say.
ships, and the subtle keyboards-and-sax sound
ÜB4O is a multi-racial group from the gritis more than pleasant.
ty, industrial city of Birmingham in the north
of England. Their name, which comes from the
Songs From the Big Chair- Tears- For Fears form the unemployed fill out to get public
Not bad for a second album, but not nearly assistance, tells a great deal about where their
as strong or as moving as their debut hit The political allegiance lies.
Hurting. Two songs, "Shout", and the current
"Riddle Me" opens the album with a topic
chart climber "Everybody Wants to Rule the
dealt with by English rockers from Pink Floyd
World" are fine tunes. The rest of the album,
to John Lennon?the indoctrination of kids by
however, is rarely more than mediocrerun-ofan oppressive, monolithic English school
the-mill synth-pop. The album needs a little system that rings the individuality out of
its
more energy to be effective.
students like they were so many sponges. The
song is an intoxicating blend of swirling horns
Up On the Sun- Meat Puppets
set against the silky, sexy vocals of Ali CampThe latest release from this critically acclaim"Know you're place in the race/you took
bell;
ed band is full of their unique, and often
it
hook
line and sinker everything they said/ridhilarious, country/punk sound. Although a litdle
me
riddle me why/the machine that
good
tle more docile than Meat Puppets 11, the album
washed your brain."
is an excellent effort, with songs like
"Buckethead" and the title track leading the
"As AJways You Were Wrong Again" is an
way. Imagination, sarcasm and wit highlight
angry warning to the establishment for equal
their Johnny Cash meets the Dead Kennedys
treatment, "To us a little seems a lot/don't turn
approach, and they all work extremely well.
your back on desperate men/we can see how
Don't let the name scare you off.
much you got." Jazzy sax rightfrom a 40's
Dream into Action- Howard Jones
detective movie coupled with nice vocal counter
harmonies set the proper mood for "The
Saxophones and pianos mixed deftly with
synthesizers makefor a superb new album from
Pillow," a realistic tale of a woman's drugHoward Jones. This British native, once callinduced demise. Campbell does a great job with
ed the "finest thing to come out of England
the"phrasing of the lyrics?"No dreams of hapifi a long time" by Jimmy Page, has put
piness/she'll love no-one tommorrow"?by
together songs that make you think while you
drawing out the final tomorrow until the sad
dance. The underlying optimism, as seen in the
sax brings the song to a close. The percussion
hit single "Things Can Only Get Better" is
heavy "Nkomo A Go Go" transports the
refreshing without being hokey. The whole
listener to the Dark Continent via tribal
album is a pleasure to listen to.
rhythms and a scratchy birdcall guitar sounds.
"Seasons" suffers from a lame synthesizer
News From the World of Music
progression that goes no-where, and a
Tom Bailey, frontman for the Thompson
hackneyed simile that's repeated ad
nauseum?"Like the seasons you change your
Twins, collapsed last week from exhaustion in
England. The band was there promoting a new
mind/seems like loving you is a crime." The
album they were in the process of recording in
light, airy beginning of "You're Not An ArParis. He is said to be doing fine...Guitarist
my", with its whistle along synthesizer melody,
Paul Reynolds has reportedly left A Flock of
belies the potency of the lyrics about the
Seagulls after a disappointing U.S. tour. ..The
I.R.A.'s dilemma in Northern Ireland. "The
Grateful Dead, currently touring America, will
reason is simple/it's obvious to see/we can
release a greatest hits album in June...A record
shoot you/ but you can't kill me/don't you
of Doors classics will be released in conjuncsee/you're not an army."
tion with an MCA video project...New artist
Hopefully, coming on the success of their hit
Ronny T has released a single entitled "Comsingle, "Red, Red Wine," and the critical praise
mon Respect" which is getting a lot of attent(jat accompanied Jeffrey Morgan, U&4O will
tion in Utah. The song is a response to negative
continue to win over new stateside converts to
attacks on the Mormon lifestyle.
their potent brand of reggae.

microphone, cut her hair, and taken up some
serious acting. Before Mask (in which she plays
a starring role), Cher played a minor role in
Silkwood and starred on Broadway in Come
Back To the Five and Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean. All of these roles have helped the
American public see another side of what it
thought to be a very gaudy, flashy, emptyheaded woman.
Mask, a heart-warming film about a
disfigured boy's struggle to be accepted, reveals
Cher's true character: tough yet sensitive. Her
portrayal of Rusty Dennis, the mother of
Rocky Dennis (Eric Stoltz) is one of her best
performances ever.
Based on a true story, Mask uncovers the
traumas of a boy born with a rare disease, in
which calcium deposits build up in the skull
pushing the eyes toward the edges of the head
and twisting the nose out of shape. The face
grows to twice its normal size.
In a horribly pitiful situation, Rocky
triumphs. Eric Stoltz is cool and natural in the
part, as he asks his mother, "If you were a girl
what would you think of me?'"
The plot itself is unfortunately too
melodramatic most of the time. Once, when a
motorcyclist who hangs out with the Dennis'
gang finds a puppy, the audience knows just
what he is about to do with it. Worse yet, important parts are blatantly omitted; Rusty is
never seen working, only riding motorcycles,
getting high, and sleeping around.
Bogdanovich seems to overestimate the
viewer's ability to fill in the rest of the plot.
There is also an interesting reason why the
background music, which Rocky listens to in
the film, is that of Bob Seger (Katmandu).
Bruce Springsteen, who was actually Rocky's
favorite artist, wanted $160,000 for music rights
plus $150,000 in advance for video-cassette
sales. Seger took a flat fee of $50,000. The reallife Rusty says that her son loved to listen to
Badlands, 'Promised Land", and" Thunder
Road"?he had never even heard of Bob Seger.
However, aside from the less than adequate
plot?Cher fits the role of Rusty perfectly. She
explains in an interview with People magazine,
that she resented Bogdanovich's direction and
that, "I didn't feel he knew what Rusty was
about as well as I did." She went on to say,
"Our personalities are similar." Later she
recalled her difficult marriage to Gregg Allman,
a drug addict.
During an interview on the Phil Donahue
Show Cher revealed that she had made less
money in all of her film and theatre parts combined than she had with her TV series. But, now
she is eager to prove herself as an actress.
Playing Rusty Dennis has taught her to "look
inside," she says. For years Cher (38 years old)
has tried to present herself to the public as someone other than she is. Watching her on
Dohahue, I got the sense that she is finally content with who she is and what she is doing. Her
daughter, Chastity, now 16, is on her own in
a private school in New York. Cher lets her be
independent, yet warns her to avoid getting
married too early, so as not to make the same
mistakes she did.
Elijah, now 8, is more sensitive and quiet,
like his father Allman (Cher claims). When Elijah asked Cher why he rarely sees his father,
she explained that some people are lucky and
they get good fathers, like Chastity (who has
Sonny), but some people are not so lucky. Elijah knows that he is loved dearly by his mother
and enjoys time spent with her on his weekends
home from private school.
Perhaps if Cher had started acting seriously
20 years ago, she would have developed her acting potential to its fullest, perhaps there is still
time?we'll have to wait and see.
?
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by Paul Cloos
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For Mental Health and Retardation Services
372 Main St., Watertown, MA 02172
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contemporary 3-level home btwn Falmouth

Washer, Dryer, Kitchen, Study, Family Room
*Walk to beach, tennis, biking
Youth hostel responsibilities
Limited transportation provided
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WRITE Mr. & Mrs. Robert J. Powers
Pole 18, Staples Road
Cumberland, RI 02864
OR CALL 1-401-766-4141
or 1-800-334-0854, xB3O
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Every TI calculator comes with
one extra number.
1-800-TI-CARES

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELORS
time work.Join our 12 site, 25 staff, residential
program for adolescent and adult psychiatric
clients. Provide assessment, treatment planning,
skill teaching, crisis intervention in a team
approach. Work a 3-4 day week with 2-4
overnights. Requires BA or related experience
and valid driver's license. Salary from 12.5K to
14K. Openings also exist for individuals with
experience in behavioral programming for MR
population. Indicate preferred population and
send resumes to Residential Service Director,
Group A,

Accomodations with two house parents
2 students/$lOOO each for Memorial-Labor Day.
*
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such includes all the Jacksons," Warren said,
not fooled. "But we cannot include all the
brothers on the watch and in the ad, and they
deliberately asked us to play Michael and Jermaine down [i.e., not mention them at all] so
the other brothers would get more recognition.
It's written in our contract."
Get more attention!?they never mention any
of the Jacksons on the watch by name. The
faces, Warren admitted, are indistinguishable.
What could this watch be but a sad reminder
to whoever bought it of his own stupidity? I
think Warren knows it's a ripoff. I think he
knew 1 knew it's a ripoff.

Cape Cod

?

Opportunities are available for new grads with
experience or interest in Human Services.

Experienced students will be considered for part-

from showing all five
Jacksons. The reason is.that they don't want
us to play up Michael or Jermaine and the three
figures on the watch are indistinguishable."
"Three?" I asked. It sure looks like four are
on the watch on TV.
"There are three: Randy, Martin and Tito."
"Well," I said, with an idea how to make
Warren admit the crime someone will have to
spend a long time in Hell trying to repay. "If
they are indistinguishable, could I convince my
godson that one of them is Michael. He's really hot on Michael Jackson."
"It is the Jacksons Brothers watch and as

are certain things that stand out to
certain people. Lately, one commercial,
familiar to all watchers of VHF-TV
channels (38, 56, 68, and the rest), has bothered
the core of my being. No, its not the Ginsu
Knives. They appear to be a bargain. It's a commercial that appears with about the same
regularity as the video of Frankie's "Relax"
on"The V," WVJV-66.
There you are watching Sonny Joe White,
whose Paco Robanne reek travels the airways,
when an ad for the "greatest rock tour
souvenier ever" appears. It's the official
Jacksons Victory Tour watch.
But the thing is a ripoff, a scam, a crime
against all people who stand for truth and
justice. Look closely at the commercial. Those
aren't the Jacksons at the beginning. "Body"
wasn't a smash hit (this didn't hit me at first
because it sounds like all the other songs on
their "Victory" album).
And look at the sequence where all five
Jacksons are in a picture, then become fuzzy,
then appear on the face of the watch as four
Jacksons. Who was lost in the fuzz? Why is
there no mention of Mike Jackson, wouldn't
that help sell the watch?
I called Mr. Warren of Warren Jewelers in
Providence (the regional distributors of the
watch) to check out this deal. At first, all I got
was an answering service. They said: "It's the
only official Victory Tour watch." No more.
1 called back for Warren.
"Is Michael on the watch?" I asked.
"Not specifically," he said with the air of
a man who knows his legal standing. "Our con-

??

"What are you going to bitch about this
week?" a bemused reader asked me on the
Dustbowl yesterday.(I am well aware that this
individual is the only audience 1 have besides
my mother who sticks my stories on the
refrigerator with zucchini magnets each week.)
What, ME bitch??
I may be disgruntled, distraught, aggravated,
perturbed, vehement, and even pissed. But I
never bitch.
Do I?
Well, there's not much to chat about. My
vacation was restful, if uneventful. I pruned apple trees, ate lousy Chinese food, and took our
new cat, Samantha, for walks on her cute
yellow leash. Unfortunately, she preferred to
walk under low hedges and patios, which caused a few minor problems for my recurrent
whiplash problem. But you know how old football injuries are always cropping up.
Found out from my good friend Dawn (the
one with the evil-known-felon-brother) that our
pal and co-worker Eric, from Friendly's, has
bedded every woman in the restaurant, except
us. Boy, were we outraged and slighted. Eric
is the same guy who has been engaged to his
highschool sweetheart, and has been counting
down the days until his wedding for the last two
years that 1 have known him: "Only 467 days,
4 hours, and 30 minutes until I am officially
married." Dawn was disturbed more about it
than I was: "We were in his car so many times
after work and I was defenseless while under
the influence of heavy narcotics. I can't believe
he didn't at least proposition me." I still can't
get over the scandal of the situation.
The latest poor-Celeste-scam: Celeste and her
husband finally succeeded in raising enough
money in order to declare bankruptcy (!?). The
next day her mother died and left Celeste
$20,000 in her will. But the state has scooped
up the cash to pay off their debts and the rest
will remain in probate for thousands of years.
Celeste told my mom that she was in doubt as
to her mother's cleanliness: "Her bathtub and
shower and sinks were full of old newpapers
and magazines. And we found a dead turtle in
one of the kitchen cabinets, in a dish."
I despise bumper cars. Every one I'm forcibly strapped into has no brake pedal, but does
have a bullseye painted on the back. Do you
know the one car always going the wrong way
around the track, and mercilessly rammed by
a grinning and demonic obese boy with glowing eyes? I admit to being the perpetual victim.
I would love to get a job that required me
to weara hat. A fez would be ideal, but I know
that only Shriners are allowed by law to wear
these wonderful pieces of headgear. A beret
would be a lovely compromise, but then I'd be
required to start smoking. A sombrero is too
hokey even for me. Perhaps a snood...
My friend Patrick sent me a letter last week
in which he explained that he was currently tripping on acid in AP English. The handwriting
looked like Charles Manson or at the very least,
Bob Newhart on heroin. He started to see the
word SEX in the carpet, on the walls, in the
leaves of the maple tree outside the window.
After school he went home, locked himself in
his room, and danced like a maniac to Lime
Spiders. Then he tried to brush his teeth with
jelly.
Had the most unpleasant unexpected encounter last week. Met my friend Bob at the
mafia-owned restaurant where he works. Seems
like a woman down at WZBC (a.k.a. True
Hipster Haven) sent Bob a copy of one of my
world-famous mailbox-extravaganzas,in which
he was mentioned. I'm not-too sure how Bob
felt about it, but 1 felt like s-t. Thanks so much
Sandy. We must have lunch. Almond cookies
and tea perhaps...

Watch Looks OK?Until You Look Closer

''

by Lauren Leja

The Human Condition
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The Surly Debutante
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When

you buy a Texas
Instruments calculator you
don't just buy a calculator, you
buy Texas Instruments' commitment to quality.
It's a commitment backed
by a fully developed service
network that includes the
above toll-free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United States.
If you have any applications,

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday thru Friday
between 9 am and 4 pm CST,
and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct you to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, it's free. If there's no
center near you, we'll do it all
by mail.
v

EOE/Affirmative Action Employer/M/F/H/V
?
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Of course, there's just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator. But
then, if you're as smart as we
think you are, why wouldn't
it be?
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IEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
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MARE Response
Mcontinued from page 5
(MARE), that is run weekly in The Boston
Globe. In addition to Sunday's Child, Jack
Williams of Channel 4 does a weekly segment
entitled Wednesday's Child. Incidentally, he
recently won an Emmy for his work on this particular program.
MARE is a non-profit private agency sponsored by the Department of Social services that
places special needs children. According to a

representative of the organization, there is no
other major agency in this area that specializes
in the placement of these children. In fact, when
local organizations are unable to find a family
for a specific child, they are oftentimes referred to MARE.
How can I express the rage that I felt upon
reading, "Jim is a 2f year old boy who needs
a home." Obviously, "Jim", who is a student
at our beloved Boston College, has been blessed with both the financial and the intellectual
capacities that enable him to attend such a
prestigious institution. Though 1 don't know
"Jim" personally, I am willing to bet that he
has led a happy, healthy life free of any of the
pain, frustration and loneliness that all
homeless children live with. Has "Jim" ever

lived in a foster home or an institution? Does
"Jim" need physical therapy? Does he pray
that some day a family will want to adopt him?
1 doubt it.
How ironic that in this Lenten season, during the most holy week of the year for the
Catholic Church, the Boston College newspaper
would print such a callous and insensitive article. Of course, human decency has nothing to
do with denomination, and one would expect
that all Boston College students and faculty,
including The Heights, would at least respect
the homeless of this world. Furthermore, I
abhor the twisted use of'the phrase "God bless"
as the final thrust of"The Child of the Week."
Is it not obvious how extremely sick that is?
1 cannot imagine any God blessing a person for

Have so many choices;
So many roads open and beckoning.
But there are Unknowns!
And Questions; so many Questions.
Like what do I really want?
Wealth? It is out there.
Popularity; Power, Prestige.
And Fame! the top of the Hill
And Love. What is it? and Where
do I find it? Buscaglia?
And Happiness.
I rea.to must have Happiness.
But vvliere shall I seek it?
Like down through the Arches of the Years
Will I be Happy?

do not usually bite. Come on in! McElroy 113

As a lay man I could help
For a year or two.

Of course there is the way of Self-Giving!
Like Missionary Work.
In Africa 9
They have so many needs!

Available Immediately
Apply O'Neill 529
Department of
Computing Services

Maybe there are needs so deep
They call for Consecration.
Maybe what Africans need
Is a Loving Helping Father!
***

-

0 Dear God, Show me what You want me
To do with my life.
1 do want to do what's right and good.
I'm afraid to say "What's Holy!"

Work Study Positions

Maybe Africans need more than a
Two-year helping hand.

As a missionary priest with the SMA Fathers UnAfrica you may not have great hardships, but you
may have a lot of inconveniences. Don't expect youi
favorite cereal for breakfast.
There are no great health hazards, but thereare
bugs and biting things you never heard of before.
There is loneliness you will be away from home
and it is hard unless, of course, your heart sings
with the love and joy of the Lord.
And the people are different from us. And yet they
too can love, and love us.
Where will you be in 20 years? Will you be happy? What we are saying is that we would like to be
considered as one of your options!
-

-

Claire M. Madden '86

I know the place may look intimidating, but we

For men only!
I have to agree:
We are blessed as a country and as a people.
We who are young and eager and ready to go

tnding humor in the degradation of homeless
special needs children.
I have lost my respect for The Heights, and
if "The Child of the Week" was the least bit
funny then I have lost my sense of humor as
well. What you have printed is demeaning and
disgusting. The Heights owes an apology to
MARE, to the student and faculty of Boston
College, and most of all to the innocent children
whose human dignity has been unjustly
violated. Happy Easter to The Heights staff.
I hope'that you all enjoyed a happy and
Spiritually uplifting holiday with your families
and close friends. Who ever wrote "Child of
the Week" is an April fool.

-
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WEIL GIVE YOU A CUT ON
THE BEST CUT IN TOWN

Write or call Fr. Joe Foley, S.M.A. 269 Common
Street, Dedham, Massachusetts 02026, Tel. 326-2512.

Boston College's

VOICES of IMANI

WASH, CUT AND STYLING
$10.00 For Him and $13:50 For Her

presents
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COMING TOGETHER
A Celebration of Gospel Music

1229 Centre street
Newton Center
244-8900

I * GRAND OPENING *
* ARMY BARRACKS \u2605
"The Right Stuff at the Right Price"
Largest Selection in New England of Genuine
U.S. and European Military Surplus Clothing,
Equipment and Accessories
***\u2605*****\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605\u2605*\u2605*

Date: April 20, 1985
Time: 4:3OPM
Place: Newton Chapel on Newton Campus
Donation: $3.00 for non-students; $I.oO[for students

Bermuda & Madris Shorts $2-$6 from all over the world
Wool Pants $8-$l5 W. German, British and French
Field Pants $8-$1
W. German and Canadian
Suit Jackets $5-$ 10 Cotton and Wool
Knickers $6-$ 12 Cotton and Wool
Rain and Trenchcoats $6-$ 15
New Hospital Scrubs $12/set
US Ammo Cans and Hats $2-$5
Down Mummy Sleeping Bags $25-$3O
Antique Clothing Selection and lots, lots, lots more...
1360 Cambridge Street
Inman Square
Cambridge, MA
491-8443
OPEN 7 DAYS 10-6 PM
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ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifieds
HELP WANTED

Politics,

Alaska Summer Employment! Excellent opportunities to make good
money. Fisheries, parks, construction, and much more! 1985 employment information pamphlet. $5.95
Alaska, Box 30752, Seattle, WA
98103.
Government Jobs $15,000
$50,000/yr possible. All occupations.
How to find. Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
R-4593.
$6/Hr., on campus, 5-10 hrs/wk,
start immediately. Chemical, bio-

science or related experience required. Interesting work for small
business 965-6340, Cole.

Sun

and Fun.

Pays

$200-$275/wk plus benefits. Jobs in
Boston, Cape Cod, and Northampton. Working on voter registration,
toxic waste and consumer issues.

Massachussetts Fair Share, the
largest statewide citizens organization

is looking for outgoing, articulate
people for its community outreach
and fundraising staff. Summer and
permanent positions. Training provided, college credit available. Call
226-7505 or 266-6037 btw. 9am and
lpm. Equal Opportunity Employer.
BC student for 10 hrs housekeeping/week. 10 minutes from BC. $5
per hour. Hours at student's convenience. Starting on or before May 9.
566-5818, 7-10 pm.

FOR SALE
Is it true that you can buy jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. Government?
Get the facts today! Call
1-312-742-1142 at 5882.
1978 Chevy Monza 4 cylander
Automatic, FM stereo with cassette,
under 62,000 miles. Great shape and
ready for the summer $2700 Call
Karen at 552-8462.
1978 VW Rabbit, Excellent condi-

tion, AC, automatic, AM/FM, call
7-9pm, excellent student car, 88,000
miles, $1500 or best offer, 244-6930.

APARTMENTS/ROOMMATES

Wanted: Graduate Students who excel in verbal and reasoning skills to
teach LSAT preparation classes. Excellent salary. Evening, weekends in
late April-mid June. Call Carrie Mitchell at 661-6955.

Earn $10 (or more) hourly spare
time. Set up with fun product aroung
campus, indoors or out. Lightening
seller. Send name, address, phone
number for sample and details to:
College Student's Dream, PO Box
122, Marlboro, MA 01752.

Earn Good Money P/T: NY art
publ. Co. seeks sales reps, to cover
Boston area. Commission: 20% To
order sales kit, send $40.00 to Collective Mind, 70 Greenwich Aye. Box
206 NY,NY 10011 (212) 777-7080.

The Zoryan Institute for Contemporary Armenian research and
documentation seeks students to
solicit for oral history project. Commission/expenses. Call Robert at
497-6713.

Sitter wanted through summer for 2
boys, 10 and 5 years. Mon and Fri
spm. Possible room and
lpm
board.

Female Student wanted for light
housework Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons for May and June.
964-2722.

Summer Sublet: 3-4 roommates
wanted, large apt., 2 full bathrooms,
4 bedrooms. Close to BC. Rent
negotiable. Call 782-1512.

SERVICES

Summer Sublet. 3 bedroom, spacious
living room, full hath
kitrhen.
porch. Accessible to B, C and D
lines. Liquor store and grocery store.
Call 734-9665.

-

Start You Career Now. Earn money
and work on Fortune 500 Companies' marketing programs on campus. Part-time (Flexible) hours each
week. We give references. Call
1-800-243-6679.
The Student Transfer Center is now
excepting applications for 1985-1986
school year (with possiblity for parttime summer employment). Applications are available at the Student
Transfer Center, McElroy 126.
Earn money on all the magazines sold
on campus. Need people to post information. Good profit. Write, BPC,
8218 Hardy, Overland Park, KS
66204.
Work out West Selecting BC students
for sales, business and marketing
program. $337/wk. For info: Call
877-1540. Write: Summer Work '85,
PO Box 1651, Framingham, MA
01701.
Summer is Coming. Room and board
plus stipend for childcare and light
housekeeping. Two children ages 1
and 12 in day camp during the day.
Located near Newton Highlands
MBTA. If interested call 964-8414
evenings.

-

-

-

PERSONALS

Needed: Commencement Ball tickets
will pay cash willing to pay above
original ticket cost. Call Pam
964-4881.
Thank You St. Jude for answering
my prayers in my time of despair. As
promised, 1 am published this so all
will know of your generousity and
power on my behalf.

Resumes Typeset at reasonable rates.
$20 for one page. $30 for two page.
Ready for copying Call Evelyn
323-3704.
Need Papers Typed? Call Rochelle at
396-4080. These, dissertations,
resumes,
letters.
Proofreading/editing included. Low
cost/high quality. Call today!
Needed Badly! following tickets for
Senior Week: (Will Pay Full) Two
Gatsby, One Commencement (couple), Two Clambake. Urgent! Call
Ro 964-3125.

-

NOW

Needed: Two Roommates for summer apajtment in Hyannis. Apartment already rented for MaySeptember. Great Location. Call
734-3742 Anytime!

NOW

NOW
NOW

NOW

NOW

/NOWIX
f

Summer Room and Board for girl
near BC in Exchange for approx. 10
hrs/wk of evening babysitting. house
and dog sitting. Days free. Call
969-2499.

\
Introducing
The Beacon NOW Account |
NO SERVICE CHARGE!'

/

Sublet: Tired of looking at dumps?
Two female roommates needed.
Gorgeous, very spacious 4 bedroom
apt. Available for summer. 15 minute
walk to BC. 254-2917.

1

'$100.00

Exchange Room and Board for
babysitting. Weekday evenings only.
Newton Centre home. Starting summer or Fall. Call 332-2641.

\u25a0 H

COOPERATIVE
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IT'S HERE

PHONE: 969-0111

1191 CENTRE ST.
NEWTON CENTRE

*

VIDEO BIZ

-

Of Newton
Rent A Video Recorder
for as low as $7.95/day

CONVENIENT PARKING

SPECIAL WINE SALE:
*

And choose from a library of over 2000 movies for
only $2.00/day. Such as Buckaroo Bonzai, Repo
Man, Romancing the Stone, The Graduate, Country, Bostonians, and many more.

*
*

Pouilly-Fuisse $5.99
Puligny-Montrachet $4.99
Meursault $4.99
Beaujolais Villages $4.99
Cotes Dv Rhone $3.99
'82 Bordeaux $2.50-$4.99
2 For $5.00 Spring Wine Sale

SUITCASES
*
*

1 280

'

1929 Commonwealth Aye, Brighton
Telephone 254-6200
-

ITS NEW

s'/4%
minimum daily balance

PI BEACON

Cape Cod Summer 1985! BC student
seeks roommates (M or F) for house
near Seagull Beach (W. Yarmouth).
Call Matt 964-4357.

Lose Weight Now!!
*Up to 29 lbs a month
\u2666Without hunger pains
\u2666Without excercise
100 ff /o money back guarantee
Calf 734-3742.

Wanted: Commencement Ball
Tickets Desperately needed. Will pay
a premium price! Please Call Cathv
782-1512.

NOW

available now 9/1. Equal Housing
Opportunity. Wilk and Welch Assoc.
739-2900

_

You Can Gain Control with Supportive Counseling: Eating disorders,
relationship issues, personal growth.
Judith Weisman, M.Ed. 731-3305.

O Holy St. Jude Apostle and Martyr: Great in virtue and rich in
miracles near kinsman of Jesus
Christ. Faithful intercessor of all who
invoke your special patronage in time
of need to you do I have recourse
from the depth of my heart and
humbly beg to whom God has given
such great power to come to my
assistance help me in my urgent petition. In return I promise to make
your name known and cause you to
be invoked. Say 3 Our Fathers, 3 Hail
Marys and Glorias. Publication must
be promised. St. Jude Pray for us
and all who invoke your aid, amen.
This Novena has never been known
to fail. It must be said for 9 consecutive days.

NOW

\u25a0

-

Apartment for Rent Sunny Studio
$335, large 1 bed $450, charming 2
bed $650, 3 bed modern kitchen
$700, 4 and 5 beds also. Apartment

Great Opportunity for Graduate Student male, room/board and salary
for childcare (terrific 8 yr. old boy)
plus light chores. Schedule flexible
Own bedroom, share bath,
washer/dryer own transportation
available. Aug '85 academic year.
Call 566-4763.

Centre St., Picadilly Square
Newton Centre, MA 02159

Lite $9.99 plus dep.
Busch $8.79 plus dep.
Schlitz $8.99 plus dep.

Sirob's

*

(Between Rosenfield's Bagels and Adolph's Sports)

$9.99 plus dep

Old Milwaukee $7.99 plus dep.

-

LIQUOR SPECIALS:
\u2605 Bailey's Irish Cream $12.99 7.5 Itr.
\u2605 Gilbert's Vodka $7.99 1.75 Itr.
Kahlua $9.99 750 ml.
Barcardi Rum $11.99 Itr.
Dewar's Scotch $18.99 1.75 Itr
*. Absolut Vodka $11.99 1.0 Itr.
Crown Royal $15.99 1.0 Itr.

BEER BLAST SPECIALS:
Becks $14.99 plus dep.
Heineken $14.99 plus dep.
=

Kegs Available-Discount
*

Coors Suitcase $11.70

FULL SELECTION OF WINES AT SUPERLOW PRICES ?!
PLEASE: Mass. Driver's License or Liquor ID Only

965-7120
c

28 April

15, 1985 The Heights

This annual report is done each year to inform you of where your money
has been spent and where student government resources have been utilizcd. Please examine this report and convey to the present and future leaders
of student government what projects and services are most valuable to
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you. When you speak out, you set the direction for UGBC.
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University Forum

The student government implemented a forum for debate and discussion
issues. This year's forums were on ROTC on campus, the implications of
the Harlan Jones incident, the new alcohol policy, and black students at
BC. These forums have had significant effects on University policies.
Lower Campus Security
Responding to concerns of RAs, UGBC lobbied the Board of Trustees and
administrators to improve security on lower campus. As a result, $150,000
was appropriated this semester for a pilot program in which security personnel are placed in dormitories and the entrances to the campus. The true
credit for this change lies with the lower campus RAs who risked their jobs
in speaking out on this issue.

,

"

Quality of Life
Over the past year UGBC has urged Vice President Kevin Duffy and others
to place more adults in the dormitories, create autonomous dorm
councils and improve common lounge areas. This would create a better
campus living environment. A pilot program with adults in dorms is scheduled to begin in freshman areas next fall.
Non-Revenue Sports
Through the budget committee student government obtained $30,000 of
additional funding for our less-publicized sports.

PROGRAMMING

Student Advisement Service
As a modification of the A&S peer advisement program proposed in the
1984 campaign, UGBC worked with the Counseling Office to expand the
Student Advisement Service. Students, placed in five different locations during preregistration, helped other students with referrals and general advise.
Academics Handbook

This handbook, distributed to freshmen and transfers, describes the array
of programs and resources available at BC.
Minors Socials/Career Nights

These functions provided information on special programs
vice on how your major will help in your job search.

at

BC and ad-

Arts and Sciences Caucuses
The caucuses were strengthened and several defunct ones (English,
Economics) were revived.

SERVICES
\u25a0

Festival

of Friendship

This event reached 200 special local children. Over 600 BC students
volunteered their time.
Community Service
Money was raised for Toys for Tots and Globe Santa campaigns. Cans were
collected for Father Murphy's Nazareth Home; the Campus Pub donated
money to local charities; and a donation was made to the American Cancer
Society.

Free University
Students took courses in body massage, dancercise, bartending and others
throughout the year.

Campus Pub

!

The Golden Lantern Pub with its casual, social atmosphere, met the promise of the 1984 campaign. The Newton Campus Pub helped unify the
freshmen campus.
Social Justice Lecture Series
Lecures by William F. Buckley, John Anderson, Jean Kilbourne, Dr.. Helen
Caldicott, Dr. Ruth Westheimer and debates between Phyllis Schaffley and
Sarah Weddington and Jerry Rubin and Abby Hoffman educated thousands

of students.

Book Coop/Internships
UGBC divested its responsibility for both this year. The Coop has been given
to Student Agencies and the Internship is under control of the Career Center.
This will allow UGBC to better focus its resources.
Student Agencies
An $8000 grant was given to the Agencies to ensure that the Source was

delivered

of Fine Arts
UGBC and the University initiated BC's membership in the MFA. This has
given BC students, faculty and staff the opportunity to use the museum
for free. In addition, BC hosted several functions there throughout the year.

to

the student body.

Museum

Major Concerts
Two major concerts were held: Beaver Brown in Alumni Stadium to open
the year and Southside Johnny/Stompers in McHugh Forum to end the year.

OFF CAMPUS/COMMUTER
Guide to Off-Campus Living
This publication was distributed to students who will be living off-campus
next year. It gave some tips on landlord dealings and adjustments to life
in a new environment.

Campus Spirit

UGBC sponsored a pep rally before the North Carolina football game, the
Christmas Tree Lighting and Jeff Keith Day. These events helped to build
a better sense of community at BC.
Events

The following additional events were sponsored by the Programming Board:
Orientation, Transfer Night at Fenway, Freshman Mixer, LAGNAF, Wild
Dance Party, Monte Carlo Night, Homecoming, Can't Say No Dance, Cape
Cod Night, Harvest Night, Screw Your Roommate, Boxer Short Semiformal,
Post-Game Reception, Holy Grail Party, The Wedding, Otis Day & the Nights,
Casba Movies, Twister Party and Senior Week.

O'Connell House/Murray House
These student centers and their activities are sponsored by UGBC. Events
like Middlemarch, Harvest Night, Cape Cod Night, Spaghetti Dinners and

\

others have reached thousands of students.

A HANA
The AHANA caucus sponsored Asian Student Night, Black Family Weekend,
AHANA Semi-Formal, the Stoakley Carmichael Lecture, Donation to the Martin Luther King Scholarship, La Union Latina Socials at Philomethia Hall and
the AHA leadership weekend in the fall.

\

ACADEMICS
Overall Advisement
The main focus of the UGBC Academics Board was the improvement of
academic advisement. UGBC successfully lobbied to ensure that faculty
members post their office hours and post advisement time slots during preBecause of UGBC's efforts, transfers were assigned advisors for
the first time and efforts have been made to place more
emphasis on academics during orientation. The most important contribution to academics, though, is the ten-page report on students' perceptions
of advisement at BC. This report has been distributed to faculty, staff and
members of the Board of Trustees.

Off-Campus Forum
To respond to the complaints of the off-campus community, UGBC held
a forum attended by students and representatives of the University.

Commuter Committee
This committee sponsored Cape Cod Night, St. Patrick's Day at the RAT,
and provided the bulk of volunteers for the concert.
Campus Community Affairs
This committee sponsored a lecture on gender relations by Dr. Rosabeth
Moss Kanter, a lecture on social injustice in Central America by Father Drinan,
a Voter Election Debate, active participation in the Boston Area Student
Coalition to oppose cuts in federal financial aid programs, the presentation
of a referendum opposing student loan cuts, and co-sponsorship of the
World Hunger Day Forum. The efforts of this committee centered around
the results of the Career and Lifestyle Aspirations Report published in 1982.

ORGANIZATION
Management Manual
A first for UGBC. It contains the constitution and by-laws, descriptions of
all positions and boards, procedure and notes on management

development.
New Financial System
A strict accounting system, a faculty financial advisor, and monthly administrative review of finances have prepared UGBC for next week's professional audit. This is the first professional audit ever to be performed on
UGBC.

'

University Center

Together with faculty members and administrators, the student government
met its number one objective that of laying the groundwork for a University Center. The University plans to bring in an architect-space planner and
to do in-depth studies of four student unions as part of this on-going effort.
The goal is a creative and inspiring center where all segments of the BC
community can meet and interact.

